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The species bεlonging to the tribe Polleniini (Subfami1y Calliphorinae) are mostly 
dull black with thin silvery or golden clusting and golden curly or black velvety hairs， 
and they are call佼1.the c1uster flies. Three genera， Xanthotryxus， Dexotolhnia and 
Pollenia have been r・ecordεdto occur in the Pala巴arcticRegion. The Xanthotryxus 
and Dexopollenia are certainly indiεenous in the eastern parts of Eurasia. On the 
other handフ thePollenia is ピ!，istributedin western parts of the Continent. 
Another tribe Melanoclexiini， which is closely relat巴dto Polleniini， is known to be 
found in the New vVorld. The of f1ies of this group is less known， though it 
has been said that Pollenia rudis (Fabricius， 1786) is a common parasite of earth加
wonns in North America (Hall， 1948)， The tribe Bengaliini (Subfamily Calliphorinae) 
may be intermediate between the Calliphorini and the Rhiniinae in the morphology， 
especially in the abdominal structure. A number of species， however， show a more 
01' less high degree of specialization、withrespect to some features， especially the male 
hypopygium. This shows that the present tribe has been separated from the other 
tribes and subfamilies taking a different way of evolution. Ecologically some 
species are known to b日connectεdwith termites (Altson， 1932). 
The s1.bfamily Chrysomyiinae consist of two tribes Chrysomyiini and Phormiini. 
Flies of the former tribe which arεcallεd the screwworm flies are of economic and 
m吋 icalimportance throughout the tropical regions in the world. The tribe Phormiini 
contains species so-called the black blowflies and the nestling screwworms， none of 
wl1ich apparently occurs il1 tropical and subtropical c1imatic regions. As valued from 
a combination of a nllmb色rof external features and the male genitalia， the Phormiini 
show a more primitive morphology than the Chrysomyiini. Some species of the 
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Protocalliphora have appearance to quite simi1ar呂omeprimitive speci巴sof the Pol-
leniini and Cosmiini. This may indicate that there is a certain phylogenetic 
relationship among the groups. 
The-Rhiniinae are compos吋 ofa highly specialized group of the Calliphoridae， but 
theyhave neverthel色ss a close ralationship to the members of the other Calliphorid 
subfamili邑s.There 1S a strong evolutional tendency in the Rhiniinae towards a reduction 
of the chaetotaxy and a protruding of the epistome. Assuming that the progrεssive 
changes of such characters are a sign of specialization，the mεmbers of the Rhiniini appear 
to have been derived from such an ancestor as the most primitive genera Isomyia 
and Rhyncomyia of the tribe Cosmiini. The tropical and temperate zones of the Old 
World are the territory of the Rhiniini， most of which seεm Jo be associated with 
d色velopingstages of termites， hymenopterans and orthopterans， etc. there found (Zumpt， 
1958).Our knowledge of these groups in Japan has not yet been summarized. This may 
be explained by thεfact that materials of most species can be obtained only in Ryukyu 
Islands， and are less preserved in the Japanese institutes and museums. The descri~ 
ptions of these species are scattered over many journals and moreover the type 
specimens are preserved in foreign institutεs and museums. 
Subfamily CALLIPHORINAE 
to the tribe呂 Benga1iiniand PoHeniini 
(Insert to the key of 7 on Konty白32;227)
7a. Eyes dichoptic in both sexes; prosternum hairγbody predominantly yellowish 
or brownish with a more or less extended black pattern 
Tribe Bengaliini， Bengalia 
7b. Eyes dichoptic in female only; prosternum barεbody metallic black more or less 
dust芭d;if body of testaceous colouration， thoracic dorsum covered with 
numerous 巴ncurly hairs 砂四 a・固 ..00凶 a・>0.・ a・e・・>0岨・固・ 6・e・・・. Tribe Pol1eniini 
Tribe Bengaliini 
Bengalia Rob.同 Desvoidy
(1830， Ess. Myod. 2， p.425) 
Syn. Ochromyia Macquart， 1835 
Anisomyia Walker， 1860 
Homodexia Bigot， 1885 
Paraoengalia Roubaud， 1913 
Euvengalia Townsend， 1926 
Type-species: Bengalia labiata Rob.-Desvoidy 
The Bengalia is known to occur only in the Ethiopian， Madagascan and Oriental 
Regions， inc1uding species of a general vεlvety幽browncclour and more or less 
distinctly darkened hind abdominal margins事
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Length 6 -15 mm. Zumpt (1956) clefined the present genus as follows:一
“Head: eyes bare， wiclely sepa1'atecl in both sexes; frons at the narrowest point 
almost half as broacl as the eye is long， in the male only a litle narrower than in 
the female; bristles in the female ful1y cl巴veloped，in the male two fronto-orbital 
bristles lacldng; parafacialia setulose in ful1 extent; face without， 01' with only a 
ruclimel1tary carina; arista with long hairs 01 both sicles; clypeus in the Ethiopian 
species of normal shape， not strikingly projecting as in some Oriental species; 
proboscis very stout， with some long hairs on its upper surface. Thorax: propleura 
bare; supra-squamal 1'idge， supra-spiracular convexity without long and elect hairs; 
post-alar cleclivity hairy. Chaetotaxy: ac 0 + 1， dc 2ート4，ia 0十2，ph 1， outer ph 
absent， h 2-3， prs 1， n 2， sa 2-4， pa 2， sc 3-4+1-2， st 1+1， p1うusually2， pst 
mostly 1， but somεtimes accompaniεd by more or less st1'ong aclclitional hairs. 
Abclomen: fifth sternite in the male with an apical plate of characteristic shape; 
hypopygium with f1'ee inner forceps and big outer ones composed of two parts， the 
upper one being small ancl hairless， the 10we1' one sometimes very large ancl provicled 
with hai1's; phallosome without spinus; theca and phallus well developed; vesicae 
mostly large and clenticulate; phallus a1so with additional processi of different shape. 
Wings R5 open; fi1'st longitudinal vein ba1'e; third vein setulose at base and for 
va1'ying distances up to cliscal cross刊日in;squamae bare on the disc， lower one large 
and truncate. Legs: markedly different in both sexes， in the male the front tibia is 
mostly armed with a comb of stout spinules on the upper half of the inner side; mid 
femur a1so with a similar comb in the apical vElltral half; hind and mid tibiae 
provided with a tuft of long hai1's in some species， but in the female lacking these 
features， on the other hand， female hincl femur often provided with strcng ventral 
bristles， which reducecl to fine hairs in male." 
Bengalia latro de Meijere 
(Japanεse name: Benganトba邑〕
(1910， Tijcl. v. Ent. 53， p. 336; Fan， 1965， Key Common Synanthrop. Flies 
China， p.191) 
Syn.: Bengalia oezzu: Kano & Shinonaga (1965， IlL Keys Adult Filth Flies 
Jap.， p.1)， syn. nov. 
♂.-Head: eyes bare， widely separated by a distance equal to onかthirdtotal width 
of head; frontal stripe broad， p旦τallel-sided，brown， setulose anteriorly; frons parallel-
sied; parafrontalia very narrow， setulose， yellowish四greydusted; parafacialia narrow， 
yellow幽dustεd，setulose; jowls narrow， brown， bare or almost so; post四jowlsancl 
occiput with yellow hairs; f旦cebrown， grey-dusted， without median carina; antennae 
brown， the third segment slightly darkened apically， about three times as long as 
second; arista long-plumose; b1'istles on o1'a1 margin weU-cleveloped; palpi yellow; 
proboscis very stout; labellum small， 
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Thorax: darkenεd on the disc， densely covered with silv釘 andyellowish 
grey dusting; four obscure dark longitudinaI stripes present on scutum; pleura covered 
with fine white and black hairs; propleural， prostigmatic， hypopleural and mesopleural 
bristles al well-developed; post-alar declivity 
with white hairs; prosternum narrow， with 
white hairs; supra四squamalridge bare; protho-
racic spiracle white; mesothoracic spiracle 
brown. Chaetotaxy: ac 0十1，dc .2十4，ia 0+2， 
h 2， Jうh1， 1うrs1， sa 2 -4， pa 2， n 2， sc 3斗
1， st1十1.
Fig. L Male fifth sternite of Bengalia 
slightly infuscated wholly; 
R5 open; fourth longitudinal vein quite sharply 
with 
latro de Mei j色re，ventral vi邑W. basicosta yellow; subcostal sclerite 
pubescence; stem・veinbare; third longitudinal vein with black setulae up 
to discal cross回veinabove and below; squamae yellow， bare on the disc， lower one 
lobulate. Halteres 
Legs: front tibia with a row of ad and 1 pd， some stout spines present on 
ventral side of basal half， fine long hairs a1so present on postero・ventralside of 
apical half; mid femur with six to seven spines on ventral side of apical quarter; mid 
tibia with 3αd and a， fine hairs present on half of antero圃 V巴ntralside; 
each one of apical仏 adand d well-developed。
Abdomen: each t邑rgitedark-banded on posterior margin; first and second 
visible tergites with 1at色ralmarginal bristels; third tergite with one of median 
marginal bristles and several laterar marginal bristles; fourth with one pair of discal 
bristles and some marginal bristles; first sternite with characteristic plat色 projecting
posteriorly， as shown in Fig. 1; first genital segment dark brown; sεcond segment 
black. 
♀.-Head:巴yesseparated a distancεequal to one幽thirdtotal width of head; 
parafrontalia with two proclinate fronto-orbital ev and iv well回developed.
Legs: stout spines and fine hairs on front tibia and several spines on mid femur 
completely lacking. Abdomen: oval; fifth st己rnitεnormal. OtherwIse as described for 
male. 
Length: 8 -16mm. 
Bionomics: according to de Meijさre，the adult flies over ants that arεon the 
move and with great dexterity pounces on them， and seizes their insect prey from 
them. The adults are often found on plants in shade of jungle. 
Specimens examined: 1 ♂， Iriomote 1s.， Ryukyu， 12. viii. 1961; 3♀♀， Iriomote Is.， 
Ryukyu， 4.viii. 1961 (Ueda leg.); 1♂， Ishigaki Is.， Ryukyu， 2. v. 1963 (Kaneko & 
Shinonaga leg.). 
Geographical distrihution: Ishigaki Is.)， China 
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(19:30， Proc， U. S. Nat. Mus. 78， art. 1， p.め
Type-species: Xanthotryxus tnongo! Alclrich 
This genus Xanthotryxus comprises two species， nal1ely X. mongol and X. draco， 
which were newly describecl by Alclrich (1930) basing on the specimens collectecl in 
Szechuen Province， China. Only one of them， X. mongol is a species of frequent 
occurrence in Japan. 
Heacl: eyes bare， closely approximated in male， separated in female; rows of 
frontal bristles reaching only to bases of antennae; facialia with only a few bristles 
above vibrissae; vibrissae high above oral l1argin; palpi normal; probo己cisshort， with 
ordinary labellum; ant巴nnalaxis and vibrissal axis about equal in length; arista long同
plumose. Thorax: with dense deciduous curly pale hairs， so on the dorsul1 and pleura; 
propleura and prosternum bare; hypopleural bristles present; postscutellum not 
developed; squ旦maelarge， bare. Abdomen: robust with golden or yellow dusting; first 
visible sternite pilose; dense hairs of clorsum becoming bristle-like on posterior tergites. 
Wings: thircl longitudinal vein v"ith a few very delicate pale hairs above and below 
at base; fourth vein bencling forward to in form of an angle; subcostal sclerite with 
a tuft of yellow hairs; stem踊veinbare. 
Distribution: Japan and China. 
Xanthotryxus mongol Alclrich 
(Japanese name: Kumoma同torahubae)
(1930， Proc固 U.S. Nat. Mus. 78， art. 1， p. 3; Hori & Kurahashi， 1960， Kontyu 
28， p. 243; Kano， 1965， Icon. Ins. Colore Naturali Eclita 3， p.234; Kano & Shinonaga， 
1965， 11. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p.1) 
This species has dense appressed golden pollen on the dorsum of abdomen， and is 
1110st beautiful in app巴aranceancl largest in size among the Japanese Calliphorid flies. 
♂. -Head: eyes bare， closely appraximatεd;frontal stripεreddish brown， triangular， 
not disappearing at narrowest point of frons; parafrontalia ancl parafacialia densely 
golden司dusted;lower parts of parafrontalia and upper parts of parafacialia setulose 
sparsely; medianae reddish， golden-dusted; jowls with golclen yellow hairs， about one-
third heacl司height;face grey-or golden同dustecl;呂ntennaedark brown， slight1y reddish 
brown on bases of third segment， not so close together with a broad median facial 
carina， the third antennal segment about three times as long as seconcl; arista reddish 
brown， long-plumose almosl: to tip; vibrissae inserted far above margin of peristome; 
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about twelve long fine bristles present on peristomal margin from post国jowlsto 
vibrissae; palpi black， slightly reddish basally. 
Thorax: black， covered with dense appress巴dgolden deciduous grey-01・
golden包dustedanteriorly and also laterally; thoracic spiracles dark brown; prosternum 
and propleura bare; post幽alardeclivity with a tuft of golden curly hairs; supra-
spiracular convexity barεsupra-squamal ridge bar巴 ac2+3， dc 2-3十
3-4， ia 0ト2，sa 3， ta 2， h 3-4， th 1， trs 1， n 2， st 1+1， sc 3-1-3. 
Wings: brownish hyaline， especially along・
veins， yellow at base; bend of fourth longitu圃
dinal vein with a right angle， as shown in 
Fig. 8d; stem句veinbare; basicosta black; second 
longitudinal vein with a few yellow hairs at 
base below and above; subcostal sclerite with 
yellow hairs and a small tuft of black short 
hairs; upper and lower squamae yel1ow， bare. 
Ha1teres yellow. 
Legs: black， well mid tibia 'Nith 
1-2 hind coxa bare behind; da ws and 
pulvilli elongated， the la tter yellow. 
Abdomen: covered with dense or 
grey-dusting， and with suberect dense black 
hairs; third visible tergite with marginal 
bristles and bristly hairs; genital segments， 
Figo 2. Xanthoiryxus nwngol Aldrich♂@ 
a: Eifth sternit邑 b:Caudal view 
of forceps， c: Lateral view of 
forceps， d: Lateral view of phall-
osome。
rather large， black: fifth sternite， forceps and phallosome characteristic， practically 
large， shown in Fig. 2. 
♀. -Head: frons乳tvertex abollt one-third of head-width; iv and ev well developed; 
one reclinate and two proclinate fronto四orbitalbristles developed; frontal broad， 
parallel回sided，reddish parafrontalia silver-dusted， setlllose above. mid 
tibia with 2 ad; claws and pulvilli small. 
Length: 12-13 mm. 
Bionomics: Xanthotryxus mongol 1S common in mountainous regions of 1000 to 
2000 meters above see level in summeL Adults frequent on the blossoms of Hydrangea 
and other shurbs. One of ovarian eggs taken from a disected female is shown in Fig. 73. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Honshu) and China (Szechuen Province)。
DexopoHenia Townsend 
(1917， Rec. Ind. Mus. 13， p.201) 
Syn. Listotarea Aldrich， 1930 
Pollenia Sen困問White，1940 (nec Rob.-Desvoidy， p.part) 
Type白-specie邸s:Dεx印opうollμ6ωf幻m宮必t似正α~ testaceα To鴨wns巴nd
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This genus is of an oriental， which is closely relatecl to Xanthotryxus in the 
morphology such as the bare parafacialia， the thorax clothecl with cleciduous yellow 
hairs ancl the oval abdomen. The Dexotollenia， however， cliffers from it in having 
the gentle curve of the fourth longitudinal vein as shown in Fig. 8c， and the yellow 
colouration of legs. This charact巴rof 1egs serves a1so as a convenient basis to clistin伺
guish this genus from Pollenia. Thre邑 species，Dexot、olleniageniculata Malloch， D. 
maculata (Villeneuve) ancl D. flava (Alclrich) have hitherto been recorcled from the 
Palearctic Region. On1y the 1ast species is founcl in Japan. 
Body 6 -10 mm in length， brown partly， s0l11etimes wholly in colour. 
Heacl: eyes closely approximated in male， separated in fema1e; parafacialia bare 
on upp巴rparts， sometimes with a few very fine sparse hairs; facialia almost bare; 
vibrissae insertecl distinctly above epistomal margin; face flattened， sometimes with a 
slightly trace of some indication of a carina， si1ver司greyclustecl; jowls brownish 
orange， sometimes darkened， silver-or golden-dusted， coverecl with long fine brist1es， 
'about a half to one-thircl of head聞height;meclianae rather lar・ge;fronto叫Jrbital brist1es 
present in female， but absent in l11ale; antennae pale to clark brown， more or less 
pollinosed on thircl segment; arista plumose; palpi brownish. Thorax: either black or 
brown， or both in colour; prosternum ancl propleura bare， sometimes with very fine 
pale hairs; post-alar cleclivity bare， sometimes with a few yellow hairs;αc variable， 
0-2ート1-3，dc 2+3; ia 0-1 ト1-3;st 1 ト1. Abclomen: ovate， slightly flattened 
holizontally in female， entirely or partly testaceous yellow， withont tessellatted pattern 
owing to clistinct pollen; marginal ancl discal bristles on the dorsum well-developecl in 
male， while in female the bristles weak， rarely absent; l11ale hypopygium moclerately 
clevelopecl. Wings: stem-、reinbare; fourth longituclinal vein bencling gent1y forward 
with a very obtuse angle; R5 wiclely open; squamae bare. Legs: usually yellowish 
brown， ancl black in a few cases of Oriental species， strongly bristled. 
Distribution: ]apan， China， Formosa， Borneo， Malay， Inclia and Australia. 
Dexopollenia flava (A1clrich) 
(Japanese name: Syojo-kuroba忌)
(1930， Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 78， art. 1， p. 5; Hori， 1961， Kontyu 29， p.79; 
Kano， 1965， Icon. Ins. ]ap. C010re Naturali Eclita 3， p. 234; Kano & Shinonaga， 
1965， Il. Keys Aclult Fi1th Flies ]ap.， p.1) 
On1y one male holotype has hitherto been found in Mt. Omei， Szechuen Province， 
China， but is rather common in mountainous regions of Honshu， ]apan. It was 
suggestecl by Zumpt in his monograph (1956) that this holotype明specimenmay be a 
variant of D. maculata having yellow venter ancl 1 pre-ancl 1 post田suturalac on the 
thorax， although he regarclecl the form as a clistinct species in th巴 monograph.All 




with origlnal of D， and moreover 
the genitalic evidence indicates that they are not 
regarded as a mere vari品ntof D。
maculata. Thε numb己主 of the acrostichal bristles， 
is not serviceable for distinguishing these 
because it varies from 1-ト1to 1 + 2 in
D. colouration except on the 
dorsum of thorax and the apical parts of tarsi and 
hypopleura is ch旦racteristicof this 。
♂。-Head: eyes bare， almost contiguous， separa四
ted less than width of anterior ocellus， with 
somewhat iarger f旦cetson upper half or more which 
diminish in size frontal 
and parafacialia 
y色110w国dusted， setulose at the lev巴1of bases 
of antennae; face with slight trace of a 
broad median medianae and face 
facial narrow， almost 
with fin色 blackhairs; about onト
third of with numerous 
yellow hairs; antennae dorsum of the third segment sometimes darkened， the 
third antennal segment about twice as as arista long-plumose to 
tip; slendεr， 
Thorax: wholly except the disc of scutum and covered with dense appressed 
golden deciduous hairs; and prosternum supra問問問malridg巴 bare; 
P心st四alardec1ivity with hairs; thoracic ac 1 + 1-
2， dc 2 + 3， ia 0 + 2， prs 1， 1， h 2) n 2， sa 2， 1うα2，st 1+1， sc 3-+2-9， some-
timεs some discals fine. 
Wings: yellowish a1 veins epaulet and basicosta subcostal 
sclerite yel1ow， bare; third vein venation as shown in Fig， 8c; 
squamae yellow， bare. Halteres yellow. 
Legs: yellow; tarsi gradually becoming brown towards tip; claus and pulvilli not 
enlarg巴d;front femur with a distinct row of jう andpv; front tibia with a 
submedian t， one submedian present near the submedian p， a row of some short 
ad a1so developed; mid tibia with a median ad ancl two median p， sometimes with a 
small median td nεar th色 median1う hindcoxa bare behind. 
Abclomen: wholly pale wi thout→ distinct dusting; first visible tergite with 
marginal bristles only at sidεs; third and fourth visible tergit色seach with 
marginal bristles， the latter two with a irrεgural row of discal fourth tergite 
sometimes with a dark spot on hind genital segments brown術 small.






Fig. 4. Female sternites and ovipositors. 1: Xanthotryxus mongol Aldrich， 2: Dexolうolelia
flava (ムldrich)， 3: Pollertia argenticincta (Sen.-White)， 4: Pollenia jaρonica Kano 
et Shinon民主ga， a: First or second to fifth sternites， b: Ventral view of ovipositor， 
c: dorsaJ. view of ovipositor. 
♀. -Head: eyes with uniform facets， separated at vertex by a distance slightly 
more than one司thirdthe width of head; frontal stl旬ebroad， almost parallel-sided， 
somewhat widened anteriorly， orange， sometil11es with sparse l11inute black hairs; iv 
and ev well d己veloped;one proc1inate and one rec1inate fronto聞orbitalbristle present; 
parafrontalia setulose. Thorax: scutellum sometimes without bristly hair on the disc. 
Abdornen: second and third visible tergites with fine l11arginal bristles; no discal 
bristle present. 
Length: 6-10 mm. 
Specimens examined: 1♂， Mt. Hakusan， 2. vii. 1956， (Hori leg.); 1 ♀， Mt. 
Hakone， 24. ix. 1956 (Kurahashi leg.); 5♂♂l♀， Mt. Hakusan， 9. vi. 1957 (Hori 
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leg.); 2♂♂l♀， Mt. Kuragadake， 4. ix. 1960; 3. vii. 1960， 9. x. 1960 (Hori leg.); 1♂， 
Mt. Shiritaka， 20.vii. 1962 (Kurahashi leg.); 7♂♂l♀， Mt. Daisen， 30. viii. 1962 
(Kurahashi leg.); 3♂♂， Mt. Nyuto， Iwate Pref.， 9.ix. 1963 (Kurahashi leg); 2♂♂， 
Mt. Iwate， Iwate Pref.， 7. ix. 1963 (Kurahashi leg.); 5♂♂4♀♀， Mt. Dando， Aichi 
Pref.， 25. vi. 1964 (Kurahashi leg.); 2♂♂l♀， Toyako， Hokkaido， 4. viii. 1966 
(Kurahashi leg.). 
Bionomics: the adults are commonly observed on the various wild flowers in 
mountainous regions from July to October. A female collected upon a flower contained 
160 mature eggs in her abdomen. One of the eggs is i1ustrated in Fig. 71・
Geograpical distribution: Japan (Hokkaido， Honshu)， and China (Mt. Omei). 
Pollenia Rob. -Desvoidy 
(1830， Ess. Myod. 2， p.412) 
Syn. : Nittellia Rob.-Desvoidy， 1830 
Ceρhya Rob.-Desvoidy， 1863 
Orizia Rob.-Desvoidy， 1863 
Idiotsis Sen.-White， 1923 (nec Brauer et Bergenstamm) 
Chaetotollenia Enderlein， 1936 
Trichotollenia Enderlein， 1936 
Polleniella Jacentkovsky， 1941 
Pseudotollenia Jacentkovsky， 1942 
lJasytollenia Jacentkovsky， 1942 
Bureschiella Jacentkovsky， 1942 
Pollerwmyia Jacentkovsky， 1942 
Polleniomyma Jacentkovsky， 1944 
Type-species : Mωca rudis Fabricius 
Body 4-16 mm in length， glossy bJack， more or less grey-or golden-dust巴d，with 
crinkly golden or velvety black hairs on thorax. 
Head: eyes more or less approximated in male， widely separated in female; 
parafacialia broad， setulose in greater degree; face rather sunk between facialia， with 
some indication of carina; vibrissae inserted slightly above epistomal margin; arista 
plumose. Thorax: propleura and prosternum bare; post-alar declivity with long hairs; 
supra-squamal ridge without long hairs; squamae broad， bare. Chaetotaxy; ac 2+2-4， 
dc 2+3， ia 十1-2，th 1-2， h 2-3， trs 1， n 2， sa 3， sc 3-7+1-2， st 1+1; 
propleural and prostigmatic bristles present. Abdomen: not so much robust and oval 
as in Xantho的IXUSand lJexotollenia. Male hypopygium moderately developed. Wings: 
stem-vein bare， sometimes with fine hairs; subcostal sclerite bare; first longitudinal 
vein bare; R5 open or closed; fourth longitudinal vein bending forward at right angle. 
Legs: black， strongly bristled. 
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Idioρsis argentici・飢;iaSen，'もWhitewhich was classifiecl into the Pollenia lately 
by the sarne author and his coHaborator (1940) has som巴whatdifferent app巳arance
f1'Om the typical Pollenia， especially in the bare parafaciaJ.ia in male ancl the gent1y 
curvecl running of fourth longituclinal vein. The structure of phallosome， hcwever， is
suggestive to be an 01"ビlinarymember of the Pollenia. The vv'ings of adult fly are 
overlapped above the abdmen at resting， as sεen in the Pollenia. Regarcling the 
similarity of these character日 asserious， itis probable that this peculiar form is 
classifiecl into the Pollenia. 
PoHenia argenticinda (Sen. -V¥行ute)
(Japanese name: Munagin-J.mrobae) 
(1923， Mem. Dept. Agric. Ind.， ent. ser. 8， p. 48; Hori & Kurahashi， 1962， 
Kontyu 30， p.118) 
This species has no yellow hairs which is characteristic of Pollenia. 
♂. -Head: eyes bare， closely乱pp1'Oximatecl;frontal stripe black， triangular， reducecl 
to a line between par旦frontalia a t 
narrowest point of frons; parafrontalia 
and parafacialia b1ack shining in dorsal 
view， anterior part of parafrontalia 
greyべiusted，sometimes setulose; face 
and facial riclge flattened， almost bare; 
meclianae black， narrow; jowls black， 
reclclish toward vibrissae， silverべ:lust日d
posterior1y， with 1コ1ackfine hairs， about 
a quarter eye-height; epistome dull 
luteous; vibrissae arising far above 
epistomal margin; antennae short， black， 
the third segment about one and a half 
Fig. 5. Pollenia argenticincta (Sen副White)♂.
a: Lateral view of hypopygium， 
b: Caudal view of forceps， c: Fifth 
sternite. 
times as long as second， the second segrnent shining; arista brown， short-plumose to 
half way of its length; palpi black. 
Thorax: entirely black， vervet-like， sometimes grey白 orsilver国clustedanterior1y 
ancl a1so lateraly; thoracic spirac1es black; prosterum and propleura bare; hypopleura1 
bristles strong. Chaetotaxy; ac 1-2+1-2， dc 2-3ー卜3，ia 0寸2， h 2， 1うh1， Jうrs1， n 
2， sa 2， Jうa2， st 1 + 1， sc 2十O。
Wings: infuscated along veins， with broad dark stripe along costa; epau1et ancl 
basicosta black; stem帽veinbare; thircl longitudinal vein bare; fourth vein suddenly 
bending at a rouncled ang1e， but its dista1 portion almost parallel to third; costa1 spine 
absent; lower squama dark brown， barε， small， tongue‘1ike as in Protocall iρhora sp. 
Legs: entirely black. 
Abdomen: entirely b1ack， subshining， vervet-like; no discal bristle present; seconcl 
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and third visible ter宮iteswith marginal bristles cnly at sides; fourth tergites with 
marginal bristles on hind margin entirely; genital segments black。
♀. -Head: frons slightly more than the width of one eye; parafrontalia and 
parafacialia metallic black， remarkably silver-dusted， not so on the upper parts of 
parafrontalia; frontal stripe broad， widened anteriorly; iv and ev well句developed;two 
proclina te fron to回orbital bristl巴spresent; squ乳maeyellow; a girdle of silvery dusting 
from sternopleuron across mesopleuron much more remarkable than in male。
Length: 5-8 mm. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Hokkaido，壬Ionshu，Kyushu) and India (Muk畑
仕 組r，Pusa， Western Himalayas). 
BionomIcs: Pollenia argenticinctαis commonly found in the fields of Honshu and 
Kyushu from March to and occurs in mountainous regions over 1300 meters 
above sea level in SUl11mer and fall. The adults visit flowers and rest on grasses and 
lea ves in groups. 
PoHenia japonica Kano et Shinonaga 
(Japanese name: Kinpatslトhil11ekur叶)a起)
(1966， Jap. J. Sanit. Zool. 13， p. 223) 
Syn.: Pollμ6ω幻i印αi印ntμermedi，向a:Kl山lf
♂. -Head: eyes bare， closely approximat伐1，separated at narrowest point of frons 
the width of ocellar triangle; fronta1 stripe black， reddish anteriorly， triangular; 
parafrontalia and parafacialia greyish“brassy dusted densely， and setulose; face black 
shining， densely grey-dusted on upper half， almost flattened; facial ridge flattened， 
with a few fine hairs close to vibrissae; medianae dark brown， reddish anteriorly; 
jowls grey-dust己d，with fine black hairs; post四jowlswith numerous yellow hairs 
among black ones， about two回thirdseye-height; epistol11e brown; antenna巴short，black， 
the third segment one and a half timεs as long as s色cond;arista black， plumose to tip; 
palpi b1ac1<. 
Thorax: mainly olive-brassy shining， usually with crinkly golden hairs on dorsul11; 
thoracic spiracles black， small; prosternum and propleura bare; post園alardec1ivity 
with a tuft of black and yellow hairs. Chaetotaxy; a: 2+2， dc 2十3，ia 1+2， sa 
2 -3， pa 2， h 3， 1， prs 1， st 1ート1，sc 3十1-2，n 2. 
Wings: hyaline， sometimes infuscated along veins; epaulet and basicosta black; 
stel11-vein bare， very short setulae present on the base of third longitudinal vein above 
and velow; subcostal sclerite brown， with fine yellow hairs; fourth longitudinal vein 
suddenly bending at a right angle; R5 c1osed， with a short stalk; squamae yellow， 
bare; suprasqual11al ridge bare. Halteres yellow。
Legs: black; c1aws且ndpurvilli long; front tibia with 1 pv and a row of short d; 
l11id tibia 3 p， v， 1 ad; hind tibia with 2ρd如 d2--3 ad; hind coxa bare behind. 
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Fig. 6. Pollenia jaρonica Kano et Shinonaga♂. 
a: Lateral view of hypopygium， b: Caudal 
view of forceps， c: Fifth sternite. 
Abdomen: mainly olive-brassy black， 
slightly pruinosε， wi th a median narrow 
black stripe; marginal bristles on the 
first and second visible tergit巳sfine， 
gradually becoming strong towards its 
lateral sides; marginal bristles on third 
and fourth tergites "可lell-developed，
sometimes fine; genital segments rather 
large， metallic black. Male genitalia 
shown in Fig. 6. 
♀.-Head:巴yesseparated at vertex 
by slightly less than the width of one 
eye; parafrontalia and paraf乱cialia
silver-grey dustecl， setulose; frontal stripe black， almost parallel剛sidecl;iv and ev 
well-developed; two proclinate fronto-orbital bistles and one reclinate frontal bristles 
present. Abdomen flattened， without a median narrow black stripe. Wings: more 
infuscated than in male， with a broad longitudinal dark stripe along anteI匂rmargin. 
Length: 5. 5 -9 mm. 
Specimens examined: 2♂♂， Mt. Dando， Aichi Pref.， 28. vii. 1964; 2♀， Ootani， 
Ishikawa Pre仁， 12. v. 1963; 1♀， Oirase， Aomori Pref.， 6. ix. 1963; 1♀， Hikosan， 
Fukuoka Pref.， 17. vii. 1961 (Kurahashi leg.). 
Bionomics: Pollenia japonica Kano et Shinonaga is less commOI1 in Honshu and 
Kyushu. The adults are found on leaves and flowers of wild plants from March to 
September. It was observed by th.e present author that a group of female adults 
wander about vividly on the leaf mould beside a mountain path and lay eggs on a 
rotting leaflet. This may suggest that the larvae are likely to be parasitic in earthworm 
as does American Pollenia rudis. One of the sixty町sixeggs which were obtained 
from the abdomen of a dissected female is illustratecl in Fig. 72哩
Subfamily CHRYSOMYIINAE 
Tribe Chrysomyiini 
Chrysomyia Rob. -Desvoicly 
(1830， Ess. Myod. 2， p.444) 
Syn. Somomyia Rondani， 1861 (p. part) 
ComlうsomyiaRondani， 1875 
?Callitroga Brauer， 1883 
Paralucilia Brauer et Bergestamm， 1891 
Pycnosomu Brauer et Bergestamm， 1894 
Paracomρsom;yia Hough， 1898 
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Psilosto籾 αSurcouI，1¥)14 
Microcalliphora Townsend， 1916 
Achaetandrus Bezzi， 1927 
Comlう Seglly，1927 
Seguy， 1927 
Cyaneosomyia SegllY， 1928 
PycnosomojうsTownsend， 1934 
Type同species Chrysomyia regalis Rob.-Desvoidy 
The genus has its close affinities to such genera as Hemilucilia Brauer， 
1895; Myiolucilia Hall， 1948; Chloroprocta van der Wulp， 1896; Callitroga Brauer， 1883; 
and Paralucilia Brauer et B色rg田tammof th巴NewWorld Chrysomyiinae. Whether the 
genera are partly congeneric with the or not， will be able to be exactly 
decided only by Arnerican authors. ri、hegenus which is dorninant in the 
tropical and subtropical zones of the Old partly invades t.he temperate regions 
of the Palearctics such as Japan and Chin九 etc.The larvae usually devεlope in 
animal matter. Such sp'己ciesas C. 
Vil1eneuve， C. chloroJう'yga(羽Tiedemann)and C. 




in man and animals 1931; 
species mentioned below are 
noticed as the vector of various infectious diseases throughout the southern parts of 
Japan because the larvae and adults live in lavatories and around garbage piles and 
the adults enter houses ofteno 
Length 7 -11 mm. Body metallic green to blue， sometimes with purple 
reflection. 
Head: eyes in male completely sometimes separatεd widεly a distance 
equal to one-third to fourth四iifththe width one eye， in female always widely 
separat巴d;the facets of male in some species enlarged on upp巴r anter匂r ar巴as;
parafacialia haired， somεtimes at the bases of antennae; fronto同orbitalbristles 
usually developed in female， exceptionally absent in a fevy cases; facεrather sunk 
between facialia; upper margin of slightly projecting foward and downwards; 
antennae long， reaching to level of insertion of arista long悶plumo呂町 jowls 
one同thirdto a half eye幽height，sparsely hairεd弔 givingthe head its characteristic 
appearance; palpi well developed， slightly thicken巴ddistally. Thorax: a1 bristles on 
dorsurn poorly developed; propleura， prosternum and post回alardeclivity hairy; squamo圃
pl色uronbare. Chaetotaxy; ac 0←1-， dc 2斗 1-3， ia 0 + 1， sa 2， pa 2， h 2， ph 1， st 
1 + 1， hypopleural bristles fine; prostigrnatic bristles absεnt， sometImes present. 
Abdornen: broad， oval; posterior margins of the t色rgitesgenerally dark~ banded; rnale 
hypopygium sometimεs strongly deγelop吋， but small and inconspicuous. Wings: 
stem蝿veinwith a row of setulae on upper post色rior third longituclinal v巴inbare 
above and below; lower lobe of squamae 
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Distribution: Ethiopian， Oriental and Australian Regions， and a part of Palaearctic 
Region. 
Key to the species of Chrysomyia 
1. Prothoracic spiracle white; jowls clothed with white hairs 
C. albicets rufifacies 
Prothoracic spiracle brown ・ .......•......................... ・・ ・ ...............・・・ (2) 
2. Parafacialia and jowls brilliant orangεjowls clothecl with golclen hairs 
C. rnegaceJうhala
Parafacialia and jowls dark brown; jowls clothed with black hairs・“ a・ C. tinguis 
Chrysomyia pinguis (W alker) 
(Japanese name: Hohoguro圃obikinba邑)
(1858， Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 4， p. 213; Hori， 1951， Kontyu 19， p. 25; 1955， Bull. 
Biogeograph. Soc. ]ap. 16-19， p. 232; Kano & Sato， 1951d， ]ap. J. Exp. Med. 21， p. 
232; Kano， 1954， Nippon no Hae， p. 20; 1958， Bull. Tokyo Med. & Dent. Univ. 
5， p. 469; Kano & Tanaka， 1959， Med. Zoo1.， p. 261; Kano & Shinonaga， 1964， 
Tohoku Konchu Kenkyu 1， p. 6; 1964b， Kontyu 32， p. 132; 1965， Il. Keys Adult 
Filth Flies ]ap.， p. 5; Zumpt， 1956， Linc1. Fliegen pal. Reg. 64i， p. 89; Shiraki， 1958， 
Sanit. Ins.， p.1011; Fan， 1965， Key Common Synanthrop. Flies China， p.203; Park， 
1960， Stud. Flies Korea 1， p・44;1962， Kor. ]our. Zoo1. 5， p. 4) 
♂♀. -Head: eyes in male holoptic， in female separatecl by a c1istance subequal to 
the width of an eye; facets greatJy enlarg・edand demarcated from small facets of 
lower third; frontal stripe black， in male narrow， reduced to a line posterior1y， in 
female approximately twice the width of one of the parafrontalia， narrowing anteri-
or1y; parafrontalia dull圃greydusted， black towards vertex; parafacialia bare; antennae 
brown， apical part of second and inside of third segment orange， the thirc1 segment 
about four times as long as second; arista brown， long-plumose; palpi orange. 
Thorax: bluish四greenshining， sometimes with purple reflection， covered with 
greyish dusting anterior1y; prothoracic spiracle clark brown. Chaetotaxy; ac 0+2， dc 
2十4，ia 1ト2，1うrs1， sa 3. 
Wings: hyaline， slightly infuscatecl at base; basicosta black; subcostal sclerite 
clark brown， with pubescence; squamae infuscated， the lower one setulose on upper 
surface. Halteres brown. 
Legs: clark brown to black. 
Abclomen: bluish green with purple reflection， the posterior margin of the tergites 
clark圃banclecl;hypopygium inconspicuous; male genitalia characterizecl with the elongate 
inner forceps whose two halves connectecl by a clistensible membrane， 
Length: 8-12 mm， 
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Fig. 7. Eggs. 1: Dexopollenia flava (A1d・
rich) ， 2: Pollenia japonica Kano et 
Shinonaga， 3: XantJwtryxus mongol 
Aldrich， v:Ventral view， 1:Lateral 
view， d:Dorsal view. 
d 
Fig. 8. Wings. a: Pollenia japonica Kano et 
Shinonaga， b: Pollenia argenticincta 
(Sen.-White)， c: Dexopollenia flava 
(Aldrich)， d: Xanthotryxus m仰 gol
Aldrich. 
Bionomics: C. 1りinguisis common in southern parts of Japan as wel1 as C. 
megacePhala. However the present species might have the tendency for 1iking much 
mi1der c1imate than C. megacφhala does. For examp1e， C. pinguis is common1y 
found in the mountainous regions of Amami -Oshima Is1s. and northern parts of 
Honshu where C. megacePhala is rare1y found. The 1arvae have been found breeding 
in carcasses and garbage pi1es. The descriptions and figures of 1arva1 stage were given 
by Kano (1954， 1958， 1959) and 1shijima (1967). 
Geographica1 distribution: Japan (Honshu， Shikoku， Kyushu， Amami-Oshima 1s1s.， 
Ryukyu)， Korea， China， Formosa， Hainan Is.， Thai1and， Ma1ay， Java， Ceylon and 
1ndia. 
Chrysornyia rnegacephala (Fabricius) 
(1794， Syst. Ent. 4， p.1784; S.-White， Aubertin & Smart. 19.40， Fa. Brit. 1ndia， 
Dipt. 6， p.138; Okada， 1941， Biogeographica 3， p.264; James， 1947， Flies that cause 
Myiasis Man， p.74; Takano， 1950， 1con. 1ns. Jap.， revised edit.， p.1694; Kano & Sato， 
1951d， Jap. J. Exp. Med. 21， p.232; Kano， 1958， Bu11. Tokyo Med. Dent. Univ. 5， 
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p. 470; Kano & Tanal王a1959， MeιZooJ.， p. 261; Kano et a1. 1964， Kontyu 32， p.131; 
Kano， 1965， Icon. Ins. Jap. Colore Naturali Edita 3， p.233; Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， 
IlL K日ysAdult Fi1th Flies Jap.， p.5; HOI七 1955，BulL Biogeograph. Soc. Jap. 6鴨 19，
p. 232; Zumpt， 1956， Lincl. Fliegen pal. Reg. 64i， p.88; Shiraki， 1958， Sanit. Insリ p.
993; Park， 1960， Stud. Flles Korea 1， p. 45; Fan， 1965， Key Common Synanthrop. 
Flies China， p.205) 
Syn.: Lucilia dux: Matsumura (1906， Hakubutsu 10 Tomo 6， p. 13也 16; 1932， 
C011S. J旦p.Inj. 11s.， p. 766)， syn. nov. 
This species is commonly found in Ryukyu 1s1s." Amami -Oshima Is1s凶 anclthe 
southern parts of Kyushu， but rarely in Honshu. 
Length: 7 -11 mm. 
Bionomics: the adults are oviparaous， most frequently found on garbage and 
grasses arouncl houses， and in lavatories. They often swarm on meat ancl 01 sweets in 
the maτket. The seasonal occurrence of adult flies was observed by Kano et a1， (1964) 
in Ishigaki Is.， RYllkyu， whεre they always emerge most abunclantly from April to 
June. The larva of this species is norma11y a scavenger， most frequently occurs in 
lavatories in Amami同Oshimaand Ryukyu 1s18.， but in Kyushu in carcasses ancl 
garbage piles. Howev邑rit occasionally becomes a breeder in wound tissues of living 
animals (Patton， 1922; Leger & Couput， 1924; 80nan， 1927;長n.-Whiteet a1" 1940). 
Also James (1947) ancl Reicl (1953) have briefly reportecl on the genera1 biology ancl 
pathogenesis. The descriptions ancl figures of 1a1'va1 stage wεre givε11 by Kano (1951， 
1954， 1959)， Hennig (1952) and Ishijima (1967). The present species， which is known 
as “latrine fly" in Far East， is considerecl by Har討sancl Down (1946) to b巴 the
spreader of amoebiasis， hookworm， ancl other intestinal infections. The general biology 
has been carefully studied by Wijesunclara in Ceylon (1957)， and Thomas in China 
(1951) . 
Geographical distJ喝ibution:Japan (south-western parts of Honshu， Shikoku， Kyushu， 
Amami帽Oshima1s1s.， Ryukyu Is1s.， ancl Bonin 1s1s.λFormosa， Korea， Manchuria， 
China， Vietnam， Tailand， Malay， Ceylon， India， ?Iran， ?Egypt， Sumatra， Borneo， 
Java， Timor， Celebes， Aru 1s1s.， Philippines， Micronesia (Vo1cano 1s1s.， Mariana 1s1s.， 
Caroline a1:o11s， Tonga 181s.， Marshall 1s1sサ Gilbert 1s1s.)， Polinesia (Hawaii 1s1s.， 
Samoa Is1s.)， Melanesia (Fiji 1s1s.ヲ NewHebrides Isls 
Chrysomyia albiceps rufifacies (Macquart) 
(Japane弓ename: Hohojiro帽obikinbaめ
(1843， Mem. Soc. Roy. Sci. Arts Lille， Annee 1842， p. 303; James， 1947， Flies 
that cause Myiasis Man， p.71; Kano， 1958， Bull， Tokyo Mecl. & Dent. Univ. 5， p. 
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471; Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， IlL Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap. p. 5; Shiraki， 1958， 
Sanit. Ins・， p. 996; U益da，1963， Ann. Rep. Jun. ColL Ube 3， p. 139; Fan， 1965， Key 
Common Synanthrop. Flies China， p.
The present subspecies is a well ""，'¥TPlnnεd prostigmatic bristle 
from C. albicets alhicets (羽Tiedemann) which has been mostly considered as a 
distinct species. The most 鼻tantfeature for deciding the probable status of these 
forms may be the hypopygium of the two forms. The comparative morphology 
of the character how色verindicates that between two forms there are no differ司enceof 
taxonomic importanc巴 torεthe forms as two distinct spεcies， as shown in the 
drawings figured from both forms by Holdaway (1933). According to Zumpt (1956) 
and Ullεrich (1963)， itseems that ther色 aredifferent frequencies of genes which 
the feature said to be charact自包ticof alhiceρs and among the 
populations. The frqu芭ncyof occurrance of prostigmatic bristles is maximum in the 
population distributed in eastem εxtremity of the Old World and in and 
decreasing throughout India to Africa. The crossing experiment by Ullerich betwe日n
C. albicets from South Africa and C. from Australia shows that there is 
more than difference between thεm. The presεnt author， thε
considers as a or a mere race at present. C. 
albicets is found in the Ethiopian，呂.scan，Mediterranean and 
Indian In India it is rεC. which indigenously 
occurs in the combined Oriental and Australian The latter is 
extremely common in Ryukyu 1s1s.， blt not inhabits in the main islands of Japan. 
Two specimens which wεre coilected in seem to be stowaways from thε 
southern Pacific islands. 
♂♀. -Head: eyes in male a distance approximately equal to width 
of the third antennal segment， in female mo記 thantwo田thirdsthe width 
of one eye; facets enlarged towards vertex， but not demarcated from smaller facets 
of lower one-third; in male black on upper half， covered with 
silver dusting on lower which bearing upstanding white hairs and a few fine 
black bristles; male Irontal black， more or less obliterated for greater part of 
its reddi 
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dark brown in colour; squamae vvhite， the lower one sometimes slightly infuscated， 
bearing white 01' occasionally black hairs on its upper smface. 
Legs: black. 
Abdomen: similar to that of C， m♂gacethala， greenish blue， with purple refl巴ction，
and also bearing a black longitudinal nm・iOW strip in male; first visib1e tergite black 
in male， greenish in female; s三condto fourth tergites usually black幽banded on 
postεrior margins; hypopygium inconspicuous. 
Length: 7 --12 111m. 
I3ionomics: C. albicets J'ufifacies is said to be one of the main p巴stsof sheep in 
Australi乳nRegionas well as C， alblats albicets is so in the Ethiopian Region. 1n 
mild temparate climate this subspecies is harmless. A few investigatory 
WOI唱kson the general have been done in India and Ausiralia (Patton， 1922; 
Mackerras， 19，3; Roy & Sicldons， 1939; Zumpt， 1956; Norris， 1959). It is very similar 
to that of the western C. alblceps. James a1so reported briefly on the 
biology and pathogεnεsis. The larva 8eems to be primari1y necrophagous and occasio-
nally b日comepredacious on the 1aτv乳eof other necrophagous flies in the same carcase 
(Sen.句研Thiteet al.， 1940)ー BecaU8e oI the lack of domestic habits and the absence 
from human e又crementthe present species is of lit1e medical importance. The larva 
of this Calliphorids presents the image of one of the Fanniidae. Many spinoses on the 
segm巴1tSare characteri8tic of this sp巴cie8. The immature stagεs are not as yet 
separable from tho8e of C. al品iCClウsalbicets. 
Geographical di8tribution: (Ryukyu)， Formo8a， China， Vietnam， Thailand， 
Malay， Ceylon， India， Paki8tan (Ealuchistan)， Sumatora， Java， Celebes， Micronesia 
(Marian旦 Is1s.，Caroline ls1s.， Mar8hali I818.)， Polinesia (Hawaii 1818.， Samoa ls18.， 
Society I81s.， Marque8a8 Tonga 181s.)， Mel呂neE;Ia (Solomon 1s18.， New Hebrides 
1818.， Fiji Is1s.， New Caledonia ， Australia (Queen8Iand， New South Wales， Victoria， 
Ta日mania18.) and New Zealanc1. 
Tribe Phormiini 
Members of this tribe inhabit Holarctic Realm， ecologically and chrologically 
replace the tribe Chrysomyiini mentioned above. The present tribe consists of fom 
genera， Boreellus Aldrich et Shannol1， PhoJ'mia Rob.-De8voidy， Protothormia 
Townsend and Protocalliρhora Hough. 
Phormia Rob.-Desvoidy 
(1830， Ess‘Myod. 2， p.465) 
Syn. EuthoJ'mia Townsencl， 1919 
Type-8pεcies M~usca 仰gina Meigen 
The presεnt genus is monobasic。
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PhOTItl1Ia regina (Meigen) 
(Japanese name: Kurokinba吾)
(1826， Zweifl. Ins， 5， p.58; Kano， 1950， Jap. J. Exp. Med. 20， p.824; Kano & 
Sato， 1951d， Jap. J. Exp. Med. 21) P畳 231; 1954， Nippon no Hae， p.20; Kano， 
1958， BulL Tokyo Med. & Dent. Univ. 5， p. 465; Kano & Shinonaga， 1964， 
Tohoku Konchu Kenkyu 1， p.7; Kano， 1965， Icon. Ins. Jap. Colore Naturali Edita 3， 
p圃 233;Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， m. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p. 5; Hori， 1951， 
Kontyu 19， p. Shiraki， 1958， Sanit. Ins.， p. Park， 1960， Stud. Fliεs Korea 
1， p.52; Zumpt， 1956， Lind. Fliegen pal. Reg. p. 92; Fan， 1965) Key Common 
Synanthrop. Flies China， p.209). 
The present sp町 iεsis distributed throughout the boreal parts of Holarctic Realm. 
The occurrence in Hokkaido was only known in Japan before 1955. Then it has 
expanded into northern parts of Honshu. In 1965 many materials of this species were 
collected from Kanazawa (Kurahashi， 1965) and Okazaki， Central Japan. It is belived 
that it will continue to distribute to the wormer southεrn parts of Japan. 
♂♀ .~H邑ad: 町田 in male almost in female separated by about the 
same width as one巴ye，with minute white hairs; frontal stripe black or blackish 
brown， in male obliterated at narrowest part of p旦rafrontalia，parafacialia and 
face silver-dusted; setulosεarea of parafacialia extending beyond 1εvel of antennae; 
parafrontalia in female covered with golden and with two reclinate fronto-
orbital bI、istles;antennae brown， the third segment three times as long as second; 
arista plumos日 palpiorange。
Thor旦x:bluish -gr田 nshining， with uniform prothoracic spiracle bright 
orange; metathoracic spiracle dark brown. Chaetotaxy; presutural and postsutural ac 
several di呂tinct，but usually 4-[-2， dc 4~5-1-5 ， ia 3ト2，st 2~ 1-1-1 。
Wings: hyaline， slightly infuscated towards basicosta subcostal 
sclerite with orange and several blad王 squamaeyeUowish 
whitε， bare. Halteres brown. 
Abdomen: bluish gr巴enshining， flattened。
Length: 7 -10 mm. 
Bionomics: Phormia is less common in Honshu， and occurs in spring and 
fal， though during the summer the species may be collectεd at high altitudes in 
Honshu and on plains in Hokkaido. P. regina is similar to Protol幼ormiaterraenovae 
in habits. Adults are found on carcasses and garbage， and commonly attracted to 
human and other mammalian dung (Coffey， 1966). Large numbers of just emaginated 
adults are very often found to rest on the 可九lalsnear the breeding places， and often 
enter houses< The larva breεds in lavatories， garbage piles and carcasses， but it 
occasionally becomes parasitic under certain enviromental condition. Cases of myiasis 
of human and othεr ani;rnal open wound werεZumpt (1956) and Hall 
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(1948). Also James (1947) summerized the general biology and pathogenesis. The 
descriptions and figur問。firnmature stages were given by Hall (1948)， Kano (1954， 
1958， 1959) and Ishijima (1967). 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Hokkaido， northern parts of Honshu)， 1:くorea，
China， Mongolia， Siberia， C巴ntralAsia， Kokasus， Europe， and North America. 
Protophormia Townsend 
(1908， Smithsn. Misc. ColL 51， p. 123) 
Type同species Phormia terraenovae Rob.-Desvoidy 
The genus ProtoPhormia is monobasic. 
Protophormia terraenovae (Rob.回Desvoidy)
(Japanese name: Rurikinbae) 
(1830， Ess. Myod. 2， p. 467; Kano， 1950， Jap. J. Exp. Med. 20， p. 824; Kano & 
Sato， 1951d， Jap. J. Exp. Med. 21， p. 232; Kano， 1958， Bull. Tokyo Med. & Dent. Univ. 
5， p. 468; 1965， Icon. Ins. Jap. Colore Naturali Edita 3， p. 233; 1965， Kano & 
Shinonaga， Il. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p.5; 1965， Jap. J. Sanit. Zoo1. 16， p.248; 
Zumpt， 1956， Lind. Fliegen pal. Reg. 46i， p. 93; Shiraki， 1958， Sanit. Ins.， p. 1009; 
Fan， 1965， Key Common Synanthrop. Flies China， p. 207) 
The present species is common in Hokkaido， but in Honshu， only a few specimens 
have hitherto collected from Niigata Pref. They seem to be occasional stowaways 
from Hokkaido. Recently it is reported by Fukushi (1967) that the species has been 
populated in Aomori City since a few years ago. 
♂♀.-H巴ad:eyes dichoptic， separated by one-fifth the width of one eye in male， 
in female separated by one and a quater the width of one ey己 frontalstripe black; 
parafrontalia， parafacialia and face grey岨dusted;setulose area of parafacialia， not 
exceecling the level of base of arista; antennae blackish brown， the third segment two 
and a half times as long as second; arista plumose; palpi orange. 
Thorax: dark blue shining， without uniform thin dusting on the dorsum; protho圃
racic spiracle black; metathoracic spiracle dark bown. Chaetotaxy; ac absent 01' poorly 
cleveloped， usually 0 -[2， dc 2 -4 -+3-5， ia 1-2ィ2，ph 2， h 4-5， 1台rs1， n 2， sa 
3-5， st 2十1，sc 3-4-1-1-2. 
Wings: hyaline; basicosta bl乱ck;subcostal sc1erite brownish black， with several 
black hairs; squamae brown， bare. Halteres brown. 
Legs: black shining. 
Abdomen: dark blue shining， flattened; bristles poorly developed. 
Length: 6-12 mm. 
Bionomics: the general biology、rasgiven by Hall (1948). The larvae live on 
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carcasses and garbage piles， which a1so produce myiasis of human wound (Hall， 1948; 
Zumpt， 1965). James (1947) discussed brief1y the bio10gy and pathogenesis of this 
species. The descriptions and figures of immature stages were given by Hall (1948)， 
Kano (1954， 1958， 1959)， Zumpt (1965) and 1shijima (1967). 
Geographica1 distribution: Japan (Hokkaido)， Siberia， Central Asia， Kokasus， 
European Russia， Rumania， Hungary， Austria， Czechoslovakia， Germany， Denmark， 
France， Nether1ands， Eng1and， Scotland， 1ce1and， Norway， Sw巴den，Lapland， Spitzbergen 
1s1s.， Green1and， Ellesmere 1s1s.， Alaska， Canada， New Found1and， and U. S. A. as far 
south as central Texas and northern Georgia. 
Protocalliphora Hough 
(1899， Ent. News 10， p.66) 
Syn. : Avihospita Hendel， 1901 
Apaulina Hall， 1948 
Tpye-species : Musca azurea Fallen 
Length 5-13 mm. Co10ur metal1ic green to b1ue. 
Head: eyes separated by a quarter to one-e1eventh the width of one eye in male， 
in female separated by a half to three-tenths the width of one eye; parafrontalia and 
parafacialia more or less setulose; facialia with bristles on 10wer half; arista 10ng-
plumose; iv， ev and paf each deve10ped. Thorax: propleura and prosternum hairy; 
post-o1ar dec1ivity bare， sometimes hairy. Chaetotaxy; ac 3-4十3-4，dc 3-4ト3-4，
ia 1 +3， h 3-5， ph 3-5， prs 1， n 2， sa 3-6， sc5-8十1-3，st 2+1， pst and pp 
deve10ped. Abdomen: flattened， metallic green to b1ue， more or less grey-and white-
dusted. Wings: hya1ine;九 open;sq uamae usually bare on出eupper surfaces. Legs: 
b1ack; front tibia with a row of ad and 1-2 pv; mid tibia with 1-3 ad， 2-3ρd， 
1-2ρv and 0-1 av; hind tibia with both rows of ad and ρd， three av a1so developed. 
Distribution: Holarctic Region. 
Key to the species of Protocalliphora 
1. Prothoracic spirac1e b1ackish brown; dc 3-4+4; mid tibia with 1 v; first genital 
tergite with marginal bristles .................................…・・・….，.……・・・… P. azurea 
Prothoracic spirac1e brown; dc 3十3;mid tibia without v; first genital tergite 
with no marginal brist1e ......……・・・…...…・・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・… P. maruyamensis 
Protocalliphora azurea (Fallen) 
(Japanese name: Tori-kinaba邑)
(1816， Vet. Ac. Hand1. 37， p.245; Hori， 1956， Kontyu 24， p.18; Shiraki， 1958， 
Sanit. 1ns.， p.1005; Kano & Shinonaga， 1964， Tohoku Konchu Kenkyu 1， p.7; 1965， 
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ll. K七ysA.dult Filth Flies Jar九， p.5; 19G6， Jap圃 J.Sanit. ZooL 17， p， 164; Fan， 1965， 
Kcy Common Synanthrop. Flics China， p.210) 
♂♀---Head: eyes at narrowest part of frons separatecl by cn巴-fifththe wiclth of 
onc eye in male， in female by two-fifths the wiclth of one eye; frontal stripc black; 
parafrontalia and parafacialia silv町四clusted，with nU111erous fine black hairs; two to 
four proclinate and one reclinatc fronto-orbital bristles present in femalc; facc silvcr剛
clustecl; vibrissaria recldish brown; jowls bJ.ack shining with long fine bristl巴s，about 
one-thircl eye-height; antεnnae clark bro-wn， the third segment about one ancl a half 
times as long as second; arista plumose; palpi orange. 
Thorax: dark blue shining， with four inconspicuous clark longitudinal stripes， 
slightly silver-clusted a.nteriorly; prothoracic spiI・acleclark brown to black; metathoracic 
spiracJe dayk brown; prト alarknob ancl squarnopleuron bare; post-alar declivity with 
a few black hairs; suprasquamal ridge bare. Chaetotaxy; very variable， ac 3-4+3-5， 
dc 3 -4 -14， ia 1 -2 +3， h 5， jJh 4，戸rs1， sa 3-5， n 2， pa 2， sl2+1， sc 6-8-1-1 
2. 
Wings: hyaline; epaulet black; basicosta black; subcostal sclerite dark brown， with 
black hairs; stem回veinsetulose; first longitudinal vein setulose above on the half way 
[ro11 base to discal cross vein; squamae bare， light brown. Halteres browl1. 
Legs: black; front tibia with a row of ad呂nd2ρv; 11id tibia with 3 ad， 2--3 
ρd， and 1 submedian av and pv; hind tibia with a row of ad and pd， 2← 3 av also 
present. 
Abdomen: flatt巴ned，dark blue; third and fourth visible tergites with fine marginal 
bristlcs; first genital segment blackish green， wIth a row 01 marginal briぉt.lesand 
other long hairs; second genital segment black. 
Length: 8 --13 mm. 
Bionomics: Protocalliρhor，αazurea is not so commcn in ]apan as in Europe， and 
only found in mountainous regions of Honshu and Hokkaido. }凶ultsare found on 
mountain flowers and blossoms. The larvae are recognized to be a ectoparasite of 
various species of bircls， the majority of which belong to the Oscines of the order 
Passcriformes. Gregor & Povolny (1959) and PCllS (1960) made the list of the scIentific 
names of these bircls. 1n Japan there is only one case of ectoparasite of the bird 
Muscicapa cyanomelana Temminck which is reported by Uchikawa (1966). 
The clescriptions and figures of larval stage are given by Engel (1920)， Seguy 
(1929)， E. B. Rohdendorf (1957)， Zumpt (1965) and Ishijima (1967). The life history 
of larval stage ¥vas observed by Engel (1920)， Seguy (1928， 1929， 1941)， Lohrl 
(1949)， Lindner (1957)， E.B. Rohdendorf (1957) and Zumpt (1965)。
Geographical distribution: Japan (Hokkaido， Honshu)， Korea， China， Siberia 
(Ussuri)， Europe (Hungari， Scandinavia， Urals) and North Africa. 
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Protocalliphor・amaruyamensis Kano et Shinonaga 
(Japanese name: Maruyama-torikinbae) 
(1966， Jap. J. Sanit. Zoo1. 17， p.166) 
This species very c10sely resembles P. azurea in the morphology， differing from it 
in the colouration of也eprothoracic spirac1e and the shape of the male genitalia， 
especial1y the fifth sternite， forceps and phal1osome. In external appearance， the body 
of P. maruyamensis is slender than that of P. azurea， and has greenish tinges which 
are also characteristic of this species. 
Length 9 -1 0 mm. 
Bionomics: adults usually are found on tree trunks and stones which are e玄posed
to sun light beside the mountain path. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Hokkido， Honshu， Shikoku). 
Subfamily RHINIINAE 
Key to the genera of Rhiniinae 
(Insert to the key of 3 on Kontyu 32: 226) 
3a. Arista bare or plumose; prostigmatic bristle present…...... Tribe Cosmiini (3aa) 
3b. Arista pectinate， with hairs on dorsal side only; prostigmatic bristle absent 
Tribe Rhiniini， Stomorhina Rondani 
3aa. Arista bare or pubescent; abdomen usually testaceous yellow 
Rhy辞書comyiaRob. -Desvoidy 
3bb. Arista short-or long-plumose; abdomen usually green to blue， sometimes with 
coppery reflection . . . …...........….....…・・・・・・・・・…・・・…・・・・・・・・・…… lsomyia Walker 
Tribe Rhiniini 
Stomorhina Rondani 
(1861， Dipt. Ita1. Prodr. 4， p.9) 
Syn. : ldia Wiedemann， 1820 (praeocc.) 
Stomatorrhina Bezzi， 1906 
Stomotorhina Malloch， 1926 
ldiella Brauer et Bergestamm， 1889 
ldielliotsis Townsend， 1917 
Eudiella Townsend， 1917 
Type-species : Musca lunata Fabricius 
Following Senior-White et a1. (1940)， the author proposes to define the genus 
Stomorhina in broad senses in the present revision. It is difficult to reasonably divide 
this complex group inc1uding Stomorhina s. str.， Idiella， Rhinia etc. at present. The 
S'tudics OIZ the Cα/yρtemte Mt.sG印dFlies ρ'om Jaρan VI. 279 
interpretation of division is dlfferent i1 respect author and remains to be confused. A 
perfect way of distinguishing this complex group is possible only if the hypopygium 
and the other external morphology are examined on a w-orld町widebasis. The genus 
Stomorhina is well represented in the warmer parts of thεOld World. Exceptionally 
S. lunata (Fabricius， 1805) also occurs 01 Bennuda 13吋 andis only 01e spec:es which 
has been recorded from the Nearctic Region. 
Length 4.5 -10 mm. 
Head: eyes bare， in male separated by one回sIxththe width of one-eye to nil i1 
which eyes touch巴achother for a short or long distance; in female frons at vertex 
about one聞記condto two咽fifthsof one eye; parafacialia with glossy spots， more or less 
setulose; face with a median carina more or 1巴ssdistinct; epistOIne strongly protruding; 
jowls glossy， either wholly or only in anterior parts. Thorax: usually black or olive to 
met昌liccoppery and green， more or less dusted; piliferous spots present especially on 
the dorsum; pleura part1y dusted， with or without piliferous dots; propleura and post帽
alar declivity bare; prosternum hairy. Chaetotaxy; ac 0斗0--2，dc 0+0-1， ia 0十0-2，
h 1-3， prs and outer ph pres巴nt，n 2， sa 2-3， sc 2--3+0， Plり1--2，st 1ト1，pst 
absent. Abdomen: concolourous with thorax， or partly or wholly yellow and sometimes 
reddish; male fifth sternite with a deep inclentation， without spines. 1¥在alegenitalia 
with free inner and outer forceps; phallosomes globular¥Wings: hyaline， often 
with apical fleck; R5 open， closecl or petiolate; lower squama lobulate or tongue-like. 
Legs: more or less brownish， sometimes blackish entirely; front tibia with several ad 
and 1--2 1うv;mid tibia with 2 1うV， ρd，1 ad and 0-1 av; hind tibia with 3 to 
several ad， usually forming a kind of comb， with 1 to several pd and 1-2 av. 
K巴Yto the sp巴ciesof Stomorhina 
1. Abdomen with definite yellow and black pattern; black stippling on meso田 and
sternopleura large ………………・一 …・....・0・.，. …・ 一…・ …・……...…………… (2) 
Abdomen yellow or reddish orange， usually darkened apically; black stippling on 
meso崎 and sternopleura small ・e……・…… ……ー …a一………・一………………… (3) 
2. A large polished black spot present behind front coxa同 onanterior parts of 
sternopleura and adjacent mesopleura (Fig. 9 a) basicosta brown; male s巴cond
sternite without black hairs; small polished black spots at bases of abdominal 
hairs small; never found in Japan ….......一…・回........……・ ぃ・・…ー一… S. di・'scolor
Pleura wholly pollinos巴邑xceptfor small polished black spots at bases of hairs and 
bristles; basicosta blackish; male second sternite with black hairs; small polished 
black spots at bases of abdominal hairs large; conunon throughout Japan 
. S. oosol eta 
3. R5 open; lower squama produced lobe-like; Ryukyu ・・・… ・... S. sternalis 
R5 closed， petiolate; lower squama not so produced; Ryukyu .・田 e・ S. xanthogaster 
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S'tomorhina xanthogas'ter (Wiedemann) 
(Japanese name: Haraaka-tsumagurokinba邑)
(1820， Nov. Dipt. Gen. p. 21; Fukumine， 1959， Ochanomizu Med. J. 7， p. 1802; 
Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， Il. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p.6) 
♂♀. -Head: eyes in male holoptic， in female one-fifth of head -width; frontal 
stripe dark brown to black， in male narrow， triangular， reduced to a line at narrowest 
part of frons， in female parallel-sided， about equal to the width of one of parafrontalia 
at the bases of antennae; parafrontalia and parafacialia dark-grey dusted， sparsely 
setulose， in female also with shining bla.ck spots; face shining black; facialia and 
anterior half of jowls m巴tallicblack， separated by reddish brown vibrissaria， posterior 
half of jowls densely covered with yellow dusting and yellow hairs; occiput thickly 
covered with golden hairs and yellow dusting except submarginal metallic band; 
antennae dark brown， the third segment about twice as long as second; arista brown， 
pectinated; palpi black. 
Fig. 9. StOl伺orhinadisωlor (Fabricius)♂， lateral 
view of head and thorax. 
a: Large polish巴dblack spot. 
bristl巴spresent; prostigmatic bristles absent. 
Thorax: dorsum and scutellum quite 
distinctly dark green with black spots， 
slightly white-dusted on anterior sides; 
pleura thoroughly with dense yellow 
dusting， and thickly covered with golden 
hairs. except hypopleura; prosternum 
yellow-dusted， covered with golden 
hairs; prothoracic spiracle yellow; 
metatnoracic spiracle dark brown; post-
alar declivity bare; suprasquamal ridge 
bare. Chaetotaxy; reduced on dorsum， 
ac 0+1， dc 0十1， ia 0 + 1 ， h 2-3 ， 
Jりh1， prs 1， sa 3， pa 2， n 2， st1 + 1 ， 
sc 2-3+0， hypopleural and propleural 
Wings: ant巴riorlyand basally yellow-tinged， and with a small apical infuscation; 
R5 closed， petiolate in line with final runing of fourth longitudinal vein; basicosta 
black; subcostal sclerite dark brown， pubescent; node of second and third longitudinal 
vein setulose above and below; stem-vein with yellow hairs; squamae deep yellow， 
bare. Halteres yellow. 
Legs: brown to black， usually femora darkened， tarsi pale; coxae covered with 
yellow dusting; front tibia with a submedian ad; hind tibia with a conspicuous row 
of subequal ad. 
Abdomen: elongate， f1attened， reddish orange， in male with a black median strip巴;
third and fourth visible tergites darkened on posterior half， but this blacking with 
Sludies on the Cαlyβterate il"1，:礼oid，1:'lie:; from .1aβan Vl恥
variable exlenL; abclominal bristles poorly devdoped. 
Length: 7 -1 0 mm. 
Biono:mics: nothing Is known. 
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8pecimens巴xarnined: 1♂， lriomote Is.， Ryukyu、10. xi. 1963 (Iha leg.); 1 ♀，
lriomote Is.， Ryukyu， 4. i. 1853 (Shiraki ， Collection r匂t.Inst. Agr・. Sc. Nishi陶
gahara， Tokyo. 
Gεographical clistributi.on: Japan (ν[iyako Is.， Ishigaki 1s.， Iriomote Is.)， Formosa， 
Inclia， Cεylon， Malay， Ce1ebes， New Guinea， Kei Is1s.， Aru 1s1s.， 8010rnon Is1s.， New 
Britain， Hew Hebrides， New Caledonia， ancl Australia (North ancl South Queenslancl， 
Key Is.). 
Stomorhina stel'uaiis (Malloch) 
(Japanese name: Koshiaki-tsumagurokinlコae)
(1926， Ann. Mag. Nat. Bist. 9， p. 508; Ko.no， Kaneko & Shinonaga， 1964， Kontyu 
82， p. 182; Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， Il. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p. 6) 
8yn.: Ri1，ia discolor: Matsumura (1931， 6000 Il. 1ns. Jap.町Empire，p. 380; 1916， 
Thous. 1ns. Jap. Additamenta 2， p. 402)， syU. nov. 
♂♀. -Heacl: eyes bare， subholoptic in male， in female narrowly separatecl; frontal 
stripe black; parafrontalia and parafacialia yellow四clusted，bare， sometimes sparsely 
setulose， with shining black spots; a very large on己 justbefore lower margin of 
parafacialia; face， vibrissaria ancl anterior parts of jowls shining black; mecliana巴
reddish; posterior parts of jowls densely covered with yellow dusting and yellow hairs; 
occiput yellow-dusted， ancl c10thed with golden hilIrs except 10r metallic marginal 
bancl; antennae blackish brown about twice as long as seconcl， arista brown， p巳ctinate;
palpl black. 
Thorax: greenish同olivaceous， with black spots， three darker stripes visible on 
dorsum; scutellum green; pleura throughout 四clusted，and coverecl with yellow 
hairs except hypopleura; prostεrnum coverecl with yellow dusting and hairs; prothoracic 
spirac1e yellow; metathoracic spiracle dark brown; post-alar clec1ivity bare; suprasq-
uamal ridge bare. Chaetotaxy; ac 0 + 1 ， dc 0 1， ia 0ト1，h 1 -2， ph 1， prs 1， sa 2， 
ta 2， 1， 2， st 1 + 1， sc 0十8，hypopleural and propleural bristles present; prostigmatic 
bristles absent. 
Wings: yellow咽tingedanteriorly and basally apically darkenecl; R5 narrowly open; 
basicosta clark brown; subcostal sclerite brown， pubescent; nod己 ofsecolld ancl third 
longitudinal veins with some black setulae; stem-veIn with yellow ancl black hairs; 
squama色 yellow.Halteres yellow. 
Legs: front coxiae brown， yellowべlusted，coverecl with yellow hairs ancl black 
brist1es; mid and hind coxae black， slightly yellow同dustecl，coverecl with yellow hairs 
ancl black bristles; femur black; tibia reddish testaceous; first tarsal joint of al1 1egs 
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yellow， in l11ale the next two joints also paler， in Iel11ale and sOl11etimes in both sexes 
the two apical joints darkened; front tibia with 2 ad， 1 tv; mid tfibia 1 ad， 1 td， 1 
t; hind tibia 2 td， 2-3 ad. 
Abdomen: elongate flattened， reddish testaceous， matallic black on apical two 
visible segments， the darking more or less reducing on anterior part of the third visible 
tergite， sometimes narrow median dark stripe visible; fourth visible tergite with 
complete row of marginal bristles. 
Length: 7 -8 mm. 
Bionomics: nothing is known. 
Specimens examined: 3♂♂， ML Yonah且， Okinawa Is・， 8-9. iv. 1953 (Shiraki 
leg.) ， Collection Nat. Inst. Agr. Sc. Nishigahara， Tokyo. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Amami-Oshima 
Formosa， and Philippines. 
Ishigaki Is.， Iriomote Is.)， 
Stomorhin.a ob話。leta(Wiedemann) 
J"-liJaJl1"，c name. Tsumagur叫cinbae)
(1830， Aus. Zweifl. Ins. 2， p.355; Coquillett， 1898， Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 21， p. 
333; Matsumura， 1916， Thous. Ins. Additamenta 2， p. 401; 1931， 6000 IlL Ins. 
Jap.国Empire，p. Zumpt， 1956， Lind. F1iεgen Reg. 64i， p. 122; Jam色s，1962， 
Ins. Micronesia 13， p. 127) 
Syn. Stomorhina discolor: Kano (1959， Il. Ins. Larv. Japリ p.701; Kano & 
Shinonaga， 1964， Tohoku Konchu Kenkyu 1， p. 7; Kano， K品neko& Shinon昌ga，1964， 
Kontyu 32， p. 132; 1965， Kano， 1965， Icon. Ins. Jap. Colore Naturali Edita 3， p， 234; 
Kano & Shinonag昌， 1965， IlL Keys Adult Fi1th Flies Jap. p. 6)， syn. nov園
S. discolor: Ueda (1963， Ann. Rep. Jun. Coll. Ube 3， p. 141)， syn. nov. 
It is the present form that has been identified as Stomorhina discolor Fabricius， 
1794 by Japanes巴dipterists.Actually， S. discolor is distributed from lndia throughout 
Phi1ippinεIs1s. to the south of Formosa， but has nev邑rbeen found in Japan. This 
confusion owes to misidentification madεby early workers. The present species εasi1y 
distinguished from S. discolor by ma1e genitalic and other external characters given in 
the key. 
Length: 5-7 mm。
Bionomics: S. obsoleta is very common in early summer and fall throughout 
Japan. Adults are usually found on wild flowers and b1ossoms， hovering about in smaU 
swarms under trees. The descriptions and figur巴sof the 1arval stage were given by 
Kano (1959) and Ishijima (1967)。
Geographical dis灯油ution:Japan (Honshu， Kyushu， Shikoku， Amami-Oshima Is1s.， 
Izu園shichitoIs1s.， Bonin Is1s.， Ryukyu)， China， and Manchuria. 
Studies 012 the Calypterate 1げUSιoidFlies fr012 Japan VI. 
Isomyia WaH王er
(1860， Proc. Linn. Soc. Lonc1. 4， p. 134) 
Syn. Strongylonpura Bigot， 1886 
TJzelychaeta Brauer et Bergenstamm， 1891 
Atollenia Bezzi， 1912 
Chloroidia Townsenc1， 1917 
Anna Malloch， 1926 
Pachycosmina Seguy， 1934 
TJzelychaetotsis Seguy， 1949 
Type-species Isomyia delectans Walker 
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Length 5 -15 mm. Colour a1 metalhc green or b1ue， often with coppery reflection， 
and a1so rather variab1e within the sp巴cies.According to Senior-White et a1. (1940)， 
the genus is diagnosed as follows:一一一一
“Head: eyes subho1optic or at le旦stfrons considerably narrowed in ma1e， female 
frons broard; ev deve10ped in fema1e; ocellar bristles strong， proclinate; a single row 
of frontal brist1es comp1etely deve10p巴din both sexes， in female some much shorter 
inwardly direct巴dbristles present on inner margin of parafrontalia; arista bip1umose 
nearly to tip; facial ca1'ina more or 1ess prominent， sεparating antennae. Thorax: 
Chaetotaxy; ac 1 + 2 or2ィ4，dc 2-1-4， st1+1， Abdomen: fourth visib1e tergite with 
strong discals; male genital segments concolorous with abdomen， usually not v邑1'y
conspicuous， or well developed in a few cases such as 1. senomera， 1.ρrasina etc. 
Wings: stem-vein at base above with a row of black bristles， a1so be10w with or 
without a row of much shorter bristles lying in a ho11ow of the wing町membraneand 
being very difficult to see; third longitudinal vein above with bristles on the node or 
beyond it， a1so below on node; fourth longitudinal vein varying from evenly round吋
and apically nearly parallel to the thircl longituclinal vein to quite sharply anglecl， but 
a1 intermediate stages occur. Legs: micl tibia in male with 01' without submedian v.'ヲ
Distribution: Ethiopian and Oriental Regions， reaching the Palaearctic R. in .Tapan 
and China. 
Key to the species of Isomyia 
1. Ve1'Y large， more than 1 mm in length; lowe1' squama produced lobe-like; post-
alar declivity hairecl; prothoracic spiracle yellow ・・ ・ ・2・・・ー・・ー.... 1. elecla 
Smal1 to medium in size; lower squama not so producecl， but tongue胃like;post-
alar clec1ivity bare; prothoracic spi1'acle black ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ e・・ー.......目・・ ・4・ (2) 
2. Antennae dark brown; body dark green in colour， and small in size 
1， ryukyuensis sp. nov， 
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Antennaεgreen， on and medium in size 
1. senomera 
-Antennaeεxcept for dark brown second segment; body light green， especi四
on thoraxド and small in size ιー"，.，""・・ 6・."......，・・ 旬凶 '00'" ・e・3・切目・・回..匂刷ヨー L 
I呂omyiaeleda (Villeneuve) 
(Japanese name: 
， Rev. Zoo1. Afr. 15， p.
Syn.: Isomyia delecians: Kano et Shinonaga (1965， IlL Keys Adult Filth Flies 
Jap.， p.6)， syn. :!1OV. 
The pr己sent which vl1as reported from by Kano and Shinonaga 
at seems to be misidentified as 1. delectans. Dr. A. C. Pont of British 
Museum (Nat. the two females of this form with the holotype 
and its syntype oI electans. His conc1usion is that the form is distinct， and after 
careful he found such differences as shown in Table 1. On the other 
hand， the present author had the opportunity of examining th巴 type
specimens of 1. electa so kindly lent him Dr園 habil.G.叫orge.The result was that 
the types is in agreement vvith the form from on detaHed comparison. 
♂. -Head: eyes the distance betw巴en oc巴li
inc1usive; frontal narrow， reduced a fine line at narrowest part of frons， 
blackish brown to parafrontalia and parafacialia yel10w or golden幽
dusted， distinctly face with trace of median carina 
be士、lVeenthe bases of antennae; facialia 
goldenイlu銑ed，and covered with hne black hairs， 
γibvissaria and jowls 
part of jowls and occiput 
a1so covered with antennae orange， the third segm臼1tabout two times 
as long as arista long四 palpiorange， flaUened. 
Thorax: gr自民 with strong coppery 
pleura with gold hairs; upper sides of 
a few black fine hairs; proplemぬ
mesopleural bristles p1'esent; spirac1e 
post河alarc1ec1i" i tywi th hai rs. 
p1'osternum with 
and a1so with 
and hypopleura1 b1'ist1εs developed; 
metathoracic spirac1e black; 
ac 2+4， dc 3斗4，ia 1-→4， h 3， 
th 4-5， 1うrs1， sa 4， ta 3， n 2， st1ト1，sc 3斗-1.
Wings: slightly antenor fourth longi tudi nal 
γein qui te sharply anglecl; basicosta subcostal sclerite pubescent; stem掴
vein with black hairs node of second and third longitudinal veins with a 
few setulae; squamae lower one broad and lobulate. Halteres 
L芭gs:coxae and femora greenish tibiae and tarsi dark red 
except for distal segments of tarsi black; front tibia with a row of ad and tv on 
distal mid tibia with one ad， 2 T and 1 hind tibia with 2 pd <¥nd 2αd. 
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Abdomen: metallic green with coppery reflection; bristles and hairs well developed 
on postabdomen; first to third visible tergites with fine marginal bristles; forth 
visible tergite with well developed marginal and discal bristles; sternites with well 
developed black bristles; second sternite with yellow hairs on anterior parts; genital 
segments metallic green， inconspicuous. 
♀. -Head: eyes separated by a distance about one田fifthof hcad width; frontal 
stripe reddish black， parallel-sided， about three times as wide as the distance between 
posterior ocelli inc1usive; parafrontalia with two proc1inate and cne rec1inate fronto-
orbital bristles. Abdomen: bristles poorly developed， distinctly erected discal bristles on 
fourth visible tergite; fourth visible tergite with a tuft of bristles and hairs along the 
posterior margin; sternites with a pair of black marginal bristles; second sternite 
large， covering the side margines of tergite， with yellowish golden hairs. Otherwise as 
descri bed for male. 
Length: 9 -13 mm. 
Bionomics: nothing is known. 
Specimens examined: 1♂， 1riomote Is.， Ryukyu， 9.v. 1963 (Kaneko & Shinonaga 
leg.) ; 1♂， Iriomote Is.， Ryukyu， 8. viii. 1961; 7♀， 1riomote Is.， Ryukyu， 29. vii-
15. vii. 1961 (Ueda leg.). 
Geographical distribution: Ryukyu (lriomote Is.， Ishigaki Is.)， Formosa， and 
Malay. 
Ison1yia senOn1era (Seguy) 
(Japanese name: Midoribae) 
(1949， Rev. Brasil. Biol. 9， p. 124; Peris， 1952， An. Estac. Exp. Aula Dei 3， p. 
187; Zumpt， 1956， Lind. Fliegen pal. Reg. 64i， p.111; Hori， 1964， Kontyu 32， p. 511; 
Kano & Shinonaga， 1964， Tohoku Konchu Kenkyu 1， p.8; 1965， Il. Keys Adu1t Fi1th 
Flies Jap.， p.6) 
Syn.: Strongyloneura trasina: Hori (1955， Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ. 3， p. 31)， 
syn. nov. 
This species， which is one of the common Rhiniinee， was originally describ巴dby 
Seguy based upon the specimen from Tokyo， Japan. Chorologically 1. senomera 
replaces 1. trasina mentioned below in Ryukyu， and is distributed throughout main 
islands of Japan except for Hokkaido. Hori (1955) redescribed Strongyloneura trasina 
Bigot basing upon one male specimen from Sendai City. The allotype is， however， 
exact1y identical with 1. senomera was confirmed by the same author in 1964. 
Length: 7 -10 mm. 
Bionomics: the adu1ts are frequent1y found on various flowering plants， especially 
in early summer and late fall. It is known to be oviparous. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Honshu， Shikoku， Kyushu). 
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Isomyia prasina (Bigot) 
(Japanese name: Komidoriba邑)
(1886， Bull. Soc. Ent. France 4， p. 14; Seguy， 1928， Encycl. Ent. A 9， p. 182; 
1949， Rev. Brasil. Biol. 9， p. 118; Peris， 1952， An. Estac. Exp. Aula Dei 3， p. 189; 
Zumpt， 1956， Lind. Fliegen pa1. Reg. 64i， p. 110; Hori， 1964， Kontyu 32， p. 511; 
Kano & Shinonaga， 1965， I1l. Keys Adult Filth Flies Jap.， p.6) 
♂. -Head: eyes approximated， separated by the distance between posterior ocelli 
inclusive; frontal stripe narrow， reduced a fine line at narrowest part of frons， blackish 
brown to black; parafacialia and parafrontalia bare， densely yellow-dusted; face honey 
yellow， without median carina; facialia metallic black; medianae， vibrissaria and 
jowls covered with yellow dusting and hairs， a very large shining black spot present 
on jowls; occiput covered with yellow dusting and hairs except for submarginal 
metallic band; antennae yellow except for dark brown second segment， the third 
segment about two and a half times as long as second; arista brown， long-plumose; 
palpi yellow， flattened. 
Thorax: yellowish light green， slightly with coppery reflection; pleura with sparse 
yellowish white hairs except for hypopleura; prosternum with white hairs; prostigmatic， 
propleural and hypopleural bristles present; thoracic spiracles black; post-alar declivity 
bare. Chaetotaxy; ac 2-3十4-6，dc 2-3+4， ia 1 +3， h 2-3， ph 3-4， prs 1， n 2， 
sa 2-3， pa 2， sc 3+1， st1+1. 
Wings: slightly infuscat疋d，especially along anterior margin; fourth longitudinal 
vein evenly rounded and apically nearly parallel to third longitudinal vein; basicosta 
brown; stem-vein with black hairs dorsally; node of second and third longitudinal veins 
with a few black setulae; squamae yellow， lower one bare， small， tongue圃like.Halteres 
yellow. 
Legs: coxae and femora metallic black， with greenish reflection; tibiae and tarsi 
brown; front tibia with 1 p on distal one-third; mid tibia with 1 ad， 2 p and 1 pv; 
hind tibia with incomplete rows of pd and ad inc1uding well回developedad and ρd. 
Abdomen: characteristic， consisting of narrow preabdominal segments and developed 
postabdominal segments， metallic green， with strong coppery reflection; bristles 
developed on postabdomen and both sides of preabdomen. 
♀.-Head: eyes separated by a distance about one-fifth of head-width; frontal 
stripe parallel-sided， blackish brown to black; parafrontalia with two proc1inate and 
one rec1inate fronto-orbital bristles. Abdomen: flatten 
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Tokvo岨
Isomyia :rynliyuen.sis sp. nov. 
(Japanese name RyukYlトmidoriba邑)
♂. --Head: eyes bar日， subholoptic， distance equal to one回eighthwidth 
of head; frontal stripe parallel-sided， subequal to thewidth of ocellar triangle， reddish 
black; parafrontalia and parafacialia silver“grey dusted， setulose， vぺtlabout ten fine 
long parafrontal and parafacial bristles， which continued down to level of bases of 
antennae， the latter with a large dark spot on lower parts; fac己 brown，with 
a trace of median carina between ba呂田 of antennae; facialia black， grey帽dusted，a few 
setulae present above finεvibrissaria and medianae dark brown; jowls 
black shining anteriorly， dens色lysilver町dustedon posterior twcトthirds，covered with 
fine black and yellow antenna号 dark second segment p在lerapically， the 
third slightly more than one and a half times as long as second， wIth yellow 
pubescence; arista brown， palpi brown. 
Thorax: dark green， vvith coppery especially on the disc of dorsum， 
thinly coverεd with silver whitεpruinosity; three dark metallic longitudinal stripes 
indicated on the dorsum wi th certain incidence of light; scutellum green; pleura covε1・ed
wIth black hairs， but a fewιhairs present on posterior half of pteropleura 
and around the prothoracic spiracle; prosternum hairy; supra回spiracularconvexi ty， 
supra-squamal and dεbarεpleurotergi te setulose in part; 
thoracic spirac1es black; metathoracic vεry smalL Cha邑totaxy;ac 2-ト4， dc 
2-3十4，ia 1-[-3， h 3， ph 3， jうrs1， sa 3， ta 2， n 2， sc 3ト1，st 1 -[1， propleural and 
prostigmatic bristles present. 
VVings: brownish hyaline， l10re or less infuscated along anterior margin; basicosta 
black; subcostal sc1erite dark brmvn; stem-vein with black fine hairs dorsally; node of 
second and third longitudinal vein with a few black setulae above and below; fourth 
Jongitudinal vein evenly rouncled; squamae bare， sma11， tongue回lilぼ Halteres
browl1園
Legs: black， sIightly reddish， on tibia巳 ancltarsi; front tibia with 2 P 
and a row of short mid tibia with 1 ad， 1 1うvand 3--4 pd; hi nd ti bia wi th 
incomplete row of ad and td. 
Abdomen: elongate oval， clark grεe九 pruinose;obscure median dark strip巴
present; bristles well dcveloped on both sides of abdomen and posterior l11argins of 
second to fourth visi ble tergites; fjrst and s巴condsternites visible， covered with fine 
long black hairs; third to fifth sternite hidden by the overl乱ppinglateraJ l11argins 
of tergites; a characteristic tuft of black hairs occuring 011 the lateral l11argin 
of secoud tergites; hypopygium inconspicuous. 
♀. -Heacl: eyes s巴parat巴dat vertex bγdistance slightly less than one回thirdwidth 
of head; frontal stripe reddish black， slightly narrowing towards bases of antennae; 
parafrontalia with one reclinatεand two proclinate fronto-orbital bristles; 託 tulaeon 
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parafrontalia than those in male， Abdomen: oval， flattened; abdominal bristles 
fine， 110 characteristic hairiness observεd. Legs: femora wi th metallic greel1 coloura同
tiOI1; front tibia with a row of short ad and only 1 p. 
Lεngth 7-9 mm。
Holotype: 1♂， Mt. Yonaha， Okinawa Is.， Ryukyu， 9. iv. 1953 (Shiraki leg.)， 
Collection Nat. Inst. Agr. Sc. Nishigahara， Tokyo. 
Paratyp巴s: ♀， Mt. Yonaha， Okinawa 1s円 Ryukyu，11. iv. 1953 (Shiraki leg.)， 
Collection Nat. Inst. Agr. Sc， Nishigahara， Tokyo， The holotypeω 乱ndparatype閉
εns are in the collections of the Nat. InsL Agr. Sc. Nishigahara， 
Bionomics: unkno再Nll.
Habitat: Okinawa Is.， 
Relationship: 1. sp. no机 somewhatresembles 1. Walker，l. 
Peris and 1. tioialia Villeneuve from the Oriental Rεgion， but differs 
from them in the characteristic tuft of black bristles on the ventral sides of 
second visible tergite. 
: 
Rob.-Desvoidy 
， Ess.乱1yod.2， p. 
1917 
Trichometallea Townsend， 1917 
Type四spεcies Nlusca Fabricius 
The genus 仰 iswell represented in the Ethiopian Region， and several 
species a1so occur in the southern parts of the Pala巴arcticRegion and the Oriental 
R巴gion.The present genus shows such f色aturessuch as thεpoorly developed 
aristal setae and the simplified shapεof and phallosome. Zumpt (1958) 
morphologically defined as follows:一一
“Head: eyes rarely haired， uppεr facets more or less enlarged; 
width of frons at the narrow回 tpoint varying from a narrow lin色 toone-seventh of 
eyト inmale， in famale it measures at vertex from one凶thirdto two-thirds of 
eye-length. Ch呂etotaxyof female head complete; parafrontalia with hairs and a 
varying number of bristles; parafacialia with . orthese are more or 
less reduced in number or in ev， f and fo are not developed， 
taf reduced 1n number， and also the hairs and setulaεless numerous than in female 
sex; face with a more or less developed carina; not or only slightly protru問
ding. Thorax: of various often bright metallic， more or less pruinose; ac 0-3 
-+ 1 -7， dc 1-3ト3-5 ， ia 0 -1 +2 -4， h 2 -4， 1ゆ 1-3， outer one al ways present， trs 
1， n 2， sa 2 -6， sc 3 -4 -10 -"3， st1 +仁 ρstand tp prεsent; hypo-and mesopleural 
bristles devε bare， in a few haired in centre: 
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post-alar declivity and suprasquamal ridge bare; prosternum hair巳d. Abdomen: of 
various colours like the thorax噂 withor without a distinct pattern; postabdomen 
composed 01' three segments， but the fi1'st g巴nitalsegment is often strongly 1'educed; 
p1'eabdomen in j01'citata咽g1'oupwith modified sternites having protruding process巴s:
fo1'ceps in most speci巴sof no1'mal shap巴， but sometimes inner on巴fusedor outer and 
inner forceps separately constructed; phallosome wi th spine， harpes broad and well 
sclerotized， vesicae membraneous， with a dens巴denticulation.Wings: hyaline， 01' more 
o.r less brownish tinged， but not with a clear1y demarcated ante1'ior infuscation; stem酎
vein with black or pale b1'istlly hairs; costal spine wanting電 minuteor well developed; 
Rs no1'mally open， rarely closed and short-petiolate; lower squama longer or as long as 
broad， rarely broader than long. Legs: front ti bi a wi th 3 -5 ad and 1-2 pv; mid 
tibia with 1-5 ad， 1-2 av， 1-5ρd and 1-3 tv; hind tibia with 2 to several ad 
and td， and also wi th 0 -3 av." 
Distri bution: Ethi opian， Oriental and south巴rnPalaearctic Regions. 
Ryncomyia setyp:iga VilJeneuve 
(J apanese name: Muchihige同midoribae)
(1929， Bull. Ann. 80c. Ent盆 Berg.69， p. 62) 
♂. -Head: eyes bare， closely approximated; frontal stripe narrow， black， brownish 
towards bases of antennae; par乱frontaliaand parafacialia yellow-dusted‘ sparsely 
setulose; face， facialia and mediana巴 honeyyellow; anterior parts of jowls dark 
brown， post巴rior parts yellow刷dusted，cloth巴d with fine yellow hairs; post-jowls 
sometimes with some black hairs; occiput yellow-haired; antennae brown， the third 
segment slightly darkened， about one and a half times as long as second; arista dark 
brown， bare or almost so; palpi yellow. 
Thorax: olivaceous green， brownish.岨greydusted sparsely; pleura with white hai1's; 
p1'ostigmatic， propleural and hypopleural b1'istles present; post聞ala1' declivity and 
suprasquamal ridge bare; p1'otho.racic spiracle white; metatho.racic spiracle dark brown. 
Chaetotaxy; ac 2+4， dc 2+4， ia 1 +4， sa 3，ρa 2， h 2，ρh 2-3，ρ1's 1， n 2， sc 
3-ト1，discals fine， st 1斗1.
Wings: hyaline， slight1y Infuscated along ante1'ior ma1'gin; R5 open; fou1'th longi陶
tudinal vein quite sharply angled; basicosta brown; stem-vein with black hairs poste-
rior1y; node of second and thi1'd longitudinal vein with a few black hairs above and 
below; squamae brown， bare on above surfaces， lower squama na1'row， tongue-like. 
Ha1teres yellow. 
Legs: coxae and femo1'a metallic g1'田nishblack， slightly g1'ey四dusted，but mid and 
hind femora paler apical1y; ta1'si and tibia b1'own; front tibia with two fine ad and 1 
tv; mid tibia with 1 ad， 2 1久 1td; hind tibia 2 ad and 2ρd. 
Abdomen: testaceous yellow; discontinuous median dark strip巴 present，second 
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visible tergite darkenピd01 pustぞriormargin; third tεrgite broadly dark banded on 
pコsteriorrnargin; fomth tergitβblack， dεnsely yellowish-grey dust日cl，except fm black 
median stripe; bristl巴sclevelopecl on posterior margins of th巴 thirdand fourth visible 
tergites， ancl on the genital s芭gments;genital segm記ntsprominent， metallic dark green， 
with coppery refelection; sternites brown except for clark fifth sternite， black-hairecl; 
fifth sternite with spinulae along the inn色rborcler of the latεral branches. 
♀. -Heacl: eyes separated by distance equal to a quarter width of heacl; frontal 
stripe parallel-siclecl， slightly becoming broacl towarcls bases of antennae; recldish 
brown， about two times as wicl巴 asthe distance bet羽reenpostεrior ocelli inclusive; 
parafacialia bare， or almost so; dark brown parts of jovvls abs巴ntin female. Thorax: 
metathoracic spiracle brown. ，九Tings:squamae white. Legs: brown except for coxae; 
front tibia with 1 ρv， 2-3 ad; mid tibia with 1 ad， 1 v， 2 p and 1 pv; hind tibia 2 
ad and 2 av. Abdomen: testaceolls yellow， covered with yellowislトgreydusted; seconcl 
visible tergite with three broad black spots; third tergitεwith broad median and 
marginal clark stripes; fourth tergite black， clensely yellowish-grey dusted. 
Length: 6-7 mm. 
Bionomics: nothing is known. 
Specimens examined: 1 ♂ l ♀， Iriomote 1s.， Ryukyu， 19. i. 1953 (Shiraki leg.)， 
Collection Nat. Inst. Agr. Sc. Nishigahara， Tokyo. 
Geographical distribution: Ryukyu (Iriomote 1s.) and Formosa. 
Additional Note 
PoHeniop昌i8(PoHeniopsis) cho自enensisFan 
(Japanese name: Chosen-kohuki-kurobae) 
(1965， Key Common Synanthrop. Flies China， p.169) 
This species is closely related to PolleniotsZ:s (Polleniopsis) horii， but differs 
from it in the shape of forceps ancl the fifth sternite of male. These slight differe司
nces between the morphology of two forms may be reg乱rcledas the intraspecific 
variation in the further cletail examinations of examples from different localities. 
Length: 8-10 mm. 
Bionomics: Polleniopsis (Polleniopsis) chosenensis Fan 1S very common in Japan. 
The adults are usually found on thεflowering plants in mountainous regions in 
summer. It is known to be viviparous. 
Geographical distribution: Japan (Honshu)， and Korea. 
Fig. 10. A: f somyia electa (Villeneuve)，♂ B: Isωnyia senomera (S匂uy)，♂ C:1sω冗:yia
戸rasin'l (Bigot)，♂ D: f somyia ，'yuわuensissp. nov.，♀， E: StomorJ向。 xanth旧gasteJ'
(Wiedemann)，♂ F: Sto時wrhinaster招alis(Malloch)，♂ G: St01'ωrhina obsoleta 
(Wiedemann)，の日 Rhy四comyiasetYPiga Villeneuve，♂ 1: Bengalia latro de 
Meijere，♂， (photographed by S. Nakatani). 
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Mufetiella grisescens (Villeneuve) 
(1933， Bul1. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 73， p.196) 
The Mufetiella was erected by Villeneuve basing on the CalliPhora grisescens 
from Japan， which may be considered to be congeneric with Polleniopsis according to 
the generic diagnosis represented by Townsend (1935， 1937). Unfortunately the author 
is out off advantage of the opportunity to examine the type specimen of M. grises-
cens. He however thinks that it may be one of common forms of Polleniopsis such 
as P. chosenensis and P. horii. This opinion will be supported by the comparison of 
Japanese materials with the holotype probably preserved in the U. S. National 
Museum， Washington. 
Length: 5-8 mm. 
Geographical distribution: Japan and China. 
Lucilia bufonivora chini Fan 
(Japanεse name: Kaeru-kinba邑)
(1965， Key Common Synanthrop. Flies China， p.169) 
Japanese materials agree with the original description and figures by Fan in the 
important points of the external and genitalic morphology. This form is similar to 
both of American L. elongata and European L. hufonivora. The morphological 
differences among three forms show nothing more than subspecific importance. 
Length: 5 -10 mm. 
Geographical distribution: Japan and China. 
Summary of Revised Classification of Japanese Calliphorid Flies 
Omitting the three misidentified or unrecognizable species， Polleniopsis allapsa 
Villeneuve， Lucilia silvarum (Meigen)， and Mufetiella grisescens Villeneuve， the 





C. lata Coquillett， 1899 
C. loewi Enderlein， 1903 
C. subalpina (Ringdahl， 1931) 
C. vicina Rob.-Desvoidy， 1830 
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C. vomiioria (Linne， 1758) 
Aldrichina Townsend 
.4. grahami (Aldrich， 1930) 
Triceratolう'ygaRohclenclorf 
T. cαliρhoroides Rohdendorf， 1931 
Pollenio1りsisTownsεncl 
P. (Polleniotsl:S) chosenensis Fan， 1965 
P. CPollenioJうsis)dandoensis Kurahashi， 1964 
P. CPollenio.ρsis) hokuril?uensis Kurahashi， 1964 
P. CPollel宮iotsis)horii Kur叫lashi，1964 
P. (Melindopsis) menechma Seguy， 1934 
Onesia Rod. -Desvoidy 
O. hokl<aidensis (Baranov， 1939) 
O. japonica Kurahashi， 1964 
O. suoaltina Kurahashi， 1984 
Melinda Rob.句Desvoicly
M. pruinosa (Enclerlein， 19:{3) 
M.l知silla(Meigen， 1826) 
Paradichosia S巴n.幽明Thite
P. io Kurahashi， 1965 
P. itoi (Kano， 1962) 
P. ja.ρonica Hori， 1(-)61 
P. nigra Kurahashi， 1965 
P. okazakii (Kano， 1962) 
P. scutellatαSen.同White，1923 
Tribe Luciliini 
Lucilia Rob. -Desvoidy 
fumicosta園田group
L. ampullacea Villeneuve， 1922 
L. bazini Seguy， 1934 
L. papuensis Macquart， 1842 
L. porphyrina (Walker， 1857) 
L. snyderi James， 1962 
cluvia-group 
L. caesar (Linnム1758)
L. illustris (Meigen， 1826) 
richardsi四group
L. bufonivora chini Fan， 1965 






























B. latro de Meijere， 1910 
Xant hotry xus Aldrich 




P. argenticincta (Sen.-White， 1923) 




C. albiceps rufifacies (Macquart， 1843) 




P. regina (Meigen， 1826) 
Townsend 
P. terraenocae (Rob.国Desvoidy，1830) 
Protocall抄horaHough 
P. azurea (Fallen， 1816) 








S. obsoleta (Wiedemann， 1830) 
S. sternalis (Malloch， 1926) 
S. xanthogaster (Wiedemann， 1820) 
Tribe Cosmiini 
Walker 
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1. electa (Villeneuve， 1927) 
1. ryul1yuensis 1くurahashi.1967 
1. senomera (Seguy. 1949) 
1， trasina (Bigot， 1886) 
Rhyncomyia Rob.-Dcsvoidy 
R. sefytiga Villeneuve， 1929 
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The author's revision of the Calliphorida日 of]apan was commenced four years 
ago and ends in the present paper. By any means， it was not complcte. The 
calliphorid flies which have beεn r巴cordedfrom Japan up to the present are assorted 
to twenty gen巴raand fifty four species. Some new species are sure to be discovεred 
in the future. If a higher syst巴maticsshould appear， ours would again receive some 
modification. 
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Table 1. Morphological differences between Isomyia electa and 1. delectans 
















Body less brassy， green 
with coppery reflection more brassy green 
Mesonotum hardly white-dusted 
only at neck 
Mesopleural and sternopleural 
ground-setulae almost entirely pale 
Prothoracic spiracJe yellow 
Pteropleura with only one black 




Wings with weak apical cJoud 
Lower squama lobulate 
Front tibia yellow， mid and 
hind tibia brownish 
Mid tibia with 1-2 ad 
Hind tibia with 2 pd 
less brassy green 
hardly white・dustedonly at neck 
almost entirely pale 
yellow 
one strong and two fine 
only one black bristle black bristles 
with 2十4pale-haired medially 
lobulate 
I Front tibia yellow， mid副刷 tibiaebrownish 
1 ad ?(damaged) 
?(too damaged) densely white-dusted before suture and a litle behind-suture 
2 pd 
Mesopleural ground・setulaeentirely， 
and sternopleural ones mainly black 
brown 
four black brist1es four to six black bristles 
pale-haired almost al 
over， much more numerous (obscured) 
?(MesonotuIl1 alm?st wh~l1y\ 
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